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The B G News
Bowling Green State University

Friday

November 20, 1981

Government tries to save bank account

Emergency bill requires more budget cuts
WASHINGTON (AP) - Senate Republican leaders agreed yesterday to
seek 3.6 billion in new cuts from
domestic programs but spare defense
in a bid to avoid a veto of legislation
needed to keep the government from
running out of money at midnight
today.
Without the additional spending
cuts - an average of 4 percent in
hundreds of programs - President

Reagan "would undoubtedly veto"
the nuge emergency bill, said Senate
Republican Leader Howard Baker.
He said a veto, in turn, probably
would force Congress into an aroundthe-clock weekend session to produce
a second measure that Reagan would
approve.
But with the cuts, Baker added,
Reagan would put his signature on the
measure needed to keep virtually the

entire federal government in business.
BAKER PREDICTED the Senate
would vote its approval later in the
day for the plan, which would exempt
the Pentagon, foreign aid and benefit
programs such as food stamps and
Medicare from the newest round of
spending reductions.
A final Senate vote on the 417.4
billion spending legislation - still 2.3

billion more than Reagan wants - was
expected yesterday night or today .The bill would then return to the
House, which earlier this week rejected a similar plan for new cuts.
Reagan is scheduled to leave Sunday for a week's Thanksgiving vacation in California. But White House
spokesman David Gergen said yesterdav that the president "would not
leave Washington" if a satisfactory

bill is not worked out.
Gergen, however, refused to tell
reporters if Reagan considers the 3.6
billion cut Baker is pushing sufficient,
even though Baker said it would satisfy the president.
With Baker maneuvering to pass
the emergency spending biff, the Senate Budget Committee sent an overall budget Dlan to the floor that virtually ignores changes in economic

Removing
street signs
dangerous

Not effective, efficient

Court system serves
people, judge says
by Dave Whitman
News staff reporter
Relaxing with a pipe in the judge's
chambers behind courtroom two,
Wood County Court of Common Pleas
Judge Donald Simmons is, in many
ways, a different man when he leaves
chambers and takes the bench in his
black robes.
"Wearing the black robes is part of
our tradition," he said. "When I am
wearing those robes, I am acting as a
judge, and there is nothing personal in
my decisions. Many times I have to
make a decision not because I like it
but, because it is the correct one
under the law."
Simmons, a 1956 graduate of the
University, was awarded the Su[ireme Court of Ohio's highest honor
ast year, a Certificate for Superior
Service.
"When you take this job. you take

by David Whitman
News staff reporter

officials for more law-and-order,
there has been a 26 percent increase
since 1978 in both number of arrests
and numbers of criminals sentenced
to institutions.
"PRISONS REPRESENT the worst
part of our society," Simmons said.
The people there have been put
away. Ana not every criminal belongs
in jail. We don't do much with training
criminals (for jobs). But there is a
certain segment that has to be locked
up for a long time."
Simmons said his decision-making
involves balancing the rights of the
defendent along with those of the
person injured in a crime, as well as
taking prisoner-rehabilitation into account. He said he is all for having
criminals make restitution to their
victims, adding that restitution can be
used to help in rehabilitating the
criminal.
"Restitution makes criminals see
that what they have done has hurt

Night. A group of youths aged between 15 and 20 walk up to a stop-sign
at an isolated intersection.
They begin to pull on the post holding the sign up, bending it, then remove the sign from the post.
The swiped stop-sign ends up as a
decoration in an apartment, dorm or
teenager's bedroom.
A HARMLESS PRANK? No.
"Stealing a stop-sign or any other
traffic-regulating sign can be a matter of life or death," Police Chief
Galen Ash said. "If someone, especially someone not familiar with a
particular intersection, approaches a
corner and there's no sign there, a
serious accident can happen."
David Barber, city director of public works, agreed, saying that "when
a stop-sign is stolen, a motorist assumes he has the right-of-way. It can
be very dangerous.
The theft of other kinds of traffic
signs can be serious, too. Barber said.
Sign-swiping may cause unaware motorists to drive the wrong way down
one-way streets or off dead-ends.
"We also have street-name signs
stolen," Barber said. "That's not as
dangerous, but it does cost the city
money."

"Restitution makes criminals see •
that what they have done has hurt
another person"
-Judge Donald Simmons.
an oath to be fair and impartial and to
keep all personal bias out of any
decision-making you do," Simmons
said. "And you have to remember
that any decision you make, even if
you think it's right, the public may
criticize you for what you do."
THAT INCLUDES taking criticism
for a criminal justice system which
many people see as ineffective.
Our system was never meant to be
efficient or effective. We say a person
is innocent until proven guilty. That
puts the highest burden of proof on the
[irosecution," Simmons said. "It's not
ike the Japanese system which says,
in effect, that the accused has to
prove he didn't commit a crime."
Putting the burden of proof on the
prosecution makes convictions hard
to get, he said. Even if a criminal is
convicted, jail overcrowding increases problems.
With citizens putting the pressure
on politicians and law enforcement

forecasts and deficit projections over
the last six months.
The plan, which passed without
recommendation, is practically a carbon copy of a budget outline approved
earlier this year. But at the suggestion of Sen. Lawton Chiles, (D-Fla.),
the panel included an estimate that
without further action to cut spending
or raise taxes, the deficit in 1964 could
reach 165 billion.

another person," he explained.
SENTENCING men and women
who have broken the law to probation
is also effective, Simmons said, an
idea that goes against popular notions.
"People put on probation generally
make it, and of those put on shock
probation, (where criminals are sentenced to a short jail stint, then are
put on probation) 80 to 90 percent
make it.
Seeing a criminal turn around and
"make it," Simmons said, is the reason why he is not a frustrated and
angry person after sitting on the
bench.
"It's typical to attack any institution, whether it's the courts or a
church," Simmons said. "It's an
American way. And if someone came
up with a better system tomorrow, I'd
be the first one to vote for it."

Judge Donald Simmons

suit photo by Al Fuchs

ASH SAID anyone thinking about
stealing a sign to brighten up their
room should think about the serious
consequences that may result.
"If you're caught stealing that sign,
and someone is killed at that intersection, you've got a homocide," he said.
"You contributed to that death. So
what started out as a practical joke
can end up a murder."
Barber said the city has had a rash
of sign-stealing in recent weeks.
"We have one full-time person who
makes and replaces all the signs in
the city," Barber said. "He does his
best to keep up, but he's been going
crazy."
Ash said there are at least two or
three signs reported missing every
week. Some of these are recovered at
the end of the year when students
clear out of their dorm rooms and
apartments.
"SOMETIMES we get them back
when an officer goes to an apartment
continued on paga S

Counselor promotes University to Latino students
by Kathleen Koshar
News staff reporter
During the Spring Protest of 1979,
protestors demanded that the University take an active roll in recruiting
Latino students.
There were about 100 Latino students at the University in 1979, and at
the beginning of this academic year,
that number was about 75. While the
University always has always had
recruitment practices, this is the first
year that a plan specifically to recruit
Latinos has been on the books.
Manuel Vadillo, assistant Hispanic
counselor and recruiter for the Student Development Program, said the
Universityr is experiencing what he
calls the 'revolving door concept"

Latino enrollment, as well as the
efforts of the University to recruit
Latinos, has remained constant but
the low figures for fall enrollment
occurred because some upper class
students did not return.
VADILLO SAID he is researching
the issue mm to find out why students
are not returning."I think that college
has a lot to offer anybody," Vadillo
said, adding that this University has a
lot to offer Latinos.
His job is to travel to high schools
and convince Latino students that the
University would be a receptive place
for them to further their education.
This year SDP is working with the
admissions office to recruit Latinos.
Vadillo said, by arranging to visit

Sh schools by examining the cultucomposition of the area and
whether a significant number of students from tine high school have enrolled at the University in the past.
Overall recruitment of students bein August but Vadillo said this is
•ring the recruitment of minorities because many thought they had
longer to enroll. He has requested that
enrollment be extended to April but
no definite extension has been set.
VADILLO TALKS to the students
about the history of the University as
well as the campus and dorm life,
athletics program, the different colleges, majors and minors available
and the process of applying for admission ana financial aid. He is starting a

Inside
Weather

Cloudy. High in the low
40s, low in the low 30s. 60
percent chance of
precipitation.

'Santini' soars
on screen

Page 5 £

new program in which he will visit
homes of prospective student candidates and talk to them on a personal
level.
Vadillo said recruiting is not an
easy job. "I don't know what the
efforts of the University are to serve
the Latino student much more than
they are now. All I know is that every
time I speak for the Latino community at Bowling Green State University. . .it is viewed as an attempt to
create havoc."
While there are many positive aspects about the University such as an
active Latin student union, Spanish
club, Latino dancing and singing
groups as well as peer counseling and
workshops for all minority students,
Vadillo said there are still attitudes

For those who
trail in fitness
Page 6

that exist which are detrimental to Vadillo said little has changed since
the Latino student.
the Spring Protest of 1979 when there
was a "situation in which students
MANY STILL THINK of Latinos as tried to communicate with an admintomatoe pickers or siesta and tequila istration and the administration relovers, he explained, while the Latino sponds by way of memorandum and
is actually someone who has acquired by way of meetings" while the Latino
a consciousness about his culture.
is trying to create an environment in
Vadillo said another problem at the which he fits.
University is that the term minority THE LATIN Student Union is also
has transcended to mean black and trying to meet its own demands by
the needs of blacks and Latinos are recruiting students. The organization
different.
is transporting about 70 high school
Latinos want to be separate but students to campus this weekend for
equal, Vadillo said, and that means the Latino Preview.
integration into the University yet According to a statement prepared
recognition that there are cultural by LSU, "The Latino Preview is deand traditional differences between signed to orient Latinos to BGSU as
Latinos and all other races of stu- an academic environment and to La
dents.
continued on page 8

Cagers open
season
Page 12
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Opinion
Saving money by home computer?
I finally got sucked in by all the ads
and bought a home computer. The
day it arrived and I unpacked it, my
wile said: "What did you buy that
for?"
"Because it will solve all our household economic problems. All I have to
do is feed the computer how much
money we have coming in and how
much money we have going out, and it
will tell us if we're spending too
much."
"I can tell you that," she said.
"An, yes, but this computer can tell
it to us 100 times faster. Let me show
you. We have to buy a new furnace for
3,500, or we can have the old furnace
repaired for 2,000. How much will we
save by having it repaired?"
"Nothing," my wife said.
"You're wrong. The computer says
we'll save 1,5000."
"Did the computer tell you even if
we have the old furnace repaired,
there is no guarantee it will work, and
then it will cost us 5,500?"
"How does the computer know it
wont work?"
"It doesn't. But the furnace man
said he couldn't guarantee it."
"Well, then, we'll have to feed that
in. A computer is only as good as the
information it receives."
"Tell it the furnace man said if the
old one fails on us after it's repaired,
the bouse will fill up with carbon
monoxide, which we won't be able to
smell."

Focus
by Art Buchwald
Syndicated Columnist

"All right."
"What did it say?"
"We're all going to die."
"I could have told you that," my
wife said.
"But not as fast as the computer," I
pointed out. "There are always people
putting down computers because they
don't understand them. Now I will
type in how much I make, and how
much I will save under Ronald Reagan's tax cuts. In the first year we will
be ahead by 1,780."
"The computer's wrong. We will be
behind by 2,560."
"How can you say that?"

s eptics. I shall now prove to you that
this electronic marvel is worth every
dollar I paid for it. Let's say we are
spending roughly 30 a week for groceries."
"You couldn't get a roast beef for
30."
"You mean we're spending more
than 30 a week for groceries?
"Would you believe 150 a week?"
"Nobody spends 150 a week for
groceries."
"Put it in the computer, buster.
Now ask it where we can cut down on
our food budget? ... What does it
say?"
r
'It keeps repeating the words,
'FOOD STAMPS.' "
"I could have told you that."
"I will not be deterred. This home
computer is programmed to tell you
how you can make enormous cuts in
your electricity bills. I will put in this
disk, and type in the question, 'How
can I save on electricity?' "
"What does it say?"
"Turn off all the lights in the house
when you aren't using them."
"Do you know how we could have
really saved money this year? By not
buying that stupid computer."

"Our real estate taxes came today.
The city has raised them by 25 percent to make up for the tax cuts
Reagan gave the people."
"Why didn't you tell me that before
I fed the computer?"
"Why didn't Reagan tell us that
"Maybe you're right. I'll call the
before he gave out a tax cut?"
man who sold it to me and tell him we
"I know what your problem is. really don't need it."
You're afraid of my computer, and
I returned a few moments later.
you are showing your hostility by
"What did he say?" my wife asked.
pretending to know more than it does.
"He said he wouldn't take it back."
But we programmers are used to
"I could have told you that."

ML

Letters
Fan calls time-out
on Sideline column

I take exception to Tracy Collins'
"Sideline" in The BG News on page 6,
November 11,1981.
First, Collins picked the only losing
season since the team became a Varsity sport. That was all during the
Vivian and Mason coaching regimes.
The fans knew it was a building season for at the end of the 71-72 season
we lost seven players: Galaski, Hoogeveen, Sator, Sertich, Sheehan, Shirwatching as the leaders of super- ton, and Stone. Galaski was one of the
powers behave like teen-agers play- two best goalies we had until the I.uit
ing chicken on the highway to and Sarachman period.
Also, if Collins would look at the
catastrophe.
north wall of the Ice House there is a
Yates F. Smith
banner for being the play-off cham1319 Clark St.
As Paul Warnke, the chief pions that year. All of the play-offs
negotiator of the still-unratif ied SALT were away from home due to the fact
II agreement, told a Harvard au- that we were the bottom team to
dience, it was the sense of . make the play-offs.
powerlessness and hopelessness
Another thing overlooked is that we
which had kept the public quiet and were winning at home.
passive:
What a pleasant surprise to find all
Basketball, football, and hockey are
the three "so called" revenue sports. the student fans, the sorority
"...It's only recenty that I begin to Basketball and football have been representations and the enthusiasm
see a sentiment getting energized. I around this campus for a lot longer and spirit at both hockey games this
think one of the reasons...is that some than hockey. However, for quite a few weekend.
of the weapons systems now strike years, hockey was not only carrying
My husband and I are serious longfairly close to home...When the Presi- themselves, but also helping to carry time hockey fans (at least 7 years)
dent makes a comment about the basketball and football. Coach Wei- who have truly missed the formerly
possibility of a nuclear war being nert finally has basketball, at least superior fan attitude and numbers.
restricted to Europe, people begin to parially, turned around, and atten- This past weekend would appear to
wonder: Is that really good for dance and enthusiasm are picking up. signal the demise of empty seats;
kids?"
But look at the football stadium on however, the season is more than
home games. For the past few years merely the Lake Superior series.
It's these events which are begining there has been some kind of "gim- We're looking forward to seeing all of
to turn our gestures from a hopeless mick" for every home game to in- you back again at the Michigan State
shrug to an anxious question: ' 'What crease attendance. About the only and Miami games yet this quarter.
can we do?"
thing that has not been tried is to pay
All our support to the BGSU fans
people to attend, so why point the and outstanding hockey team.
finger at hockey?
For some, like Kistiakowsky, the
You students are here for a few
Mr. & Mrs. Leonard Lepper
first step to arms reduction is a dead years and are gone. It is we older
Bowling Green, Ohio
halt on nuclear testing. Others will people who buy the more expensive
parlay this first teach-in to the second tickets year after year, and who also
spring awakening. Still others will use contribute (or have contributed) to
it as political briefing, a memo on the Falcon Club.
public opinion for Reagan to take in
And, speaking of the Falcon Club,
with him to talks with the Soviets.
ask them how their contributions are
doing this year. They are quick to ask
There is a matter that I have noticfor an output" ot our money but
But after this first incipient anxiety- us
ed that I feel needs some attention.
to ask us for any "input.
raising session, the trick will be to refuse
It seems to me that Collins is 180 This situation is the lighting of the inturn that fear to action before the degrees
target. To me, the target tramural football field next to
goosebumps settle back into should beoffthe
administration. If you Memorial Hall. I feel that it is a good
numbness.

Anxious query: What can we do?
BOSTON-Last week, they picked
nuclear apathy up by the neck and
shook it just a bit.
They took the facts, the coolest
facts about nuclear war, and rubbed
them like sandpaper against our
psychic numbness until people's
nerve endings once again, began to
tingle.
It wasn't an easy day for those of us
who attended any of 151 campuses
where scientists, doctors, clergy and
politicians conducted the first
massive teach-in on The Threat of
Nuclear War.
It surely wasn't comforting to hear
Dr. Howard Hiatt, the dean of the
Harvard School of Public Health,
describe in clinical detail the most immediate results of a single 20 megaton
borb detonated over Boston: two
million dead, half a million wounded
survivors with barely a prayer of
medical help.
Nor was it reassuring to hear
George Kistiakowsky, witness to the
first nuclear-test explosion in 1945, exSlain that the 50,000 nuclear warheads
i the world today have 1,000 times
more power to destroy life as all the
weapons fired in this century.
But people in 41 states came and
listened, seriously, grimly, even
dutifully for the same reason: The
time for playing possum is over.

Focus
by Ellen Goodman

Fans pleased with
hockey team support

Syndicated Columnist

Ronald Reagan, the same man who
managed to assuage the worst fears
of the "peace vote" during that
crucial electoral debate, has nearly
fulfilled them during his tenure. We
see a nice guy, pleasantly, genialy, irresponsibly rattling the ultimate
saber.
It gets harder and harder for any of
us to rest comfortably on a king-sized
bed of missiles
For this reason, The Union of Concerned Scientists, which organized
this awakening, saw it swell from a
handful of campuses to more than a
150. They chose their day wisely and
symbolically. Veterans Day was the
successor the Armistice Day that
commemorates the first Great War.
It's hard to forget that the 1914
balance of terror didn't secure a
peaceful stalemate; it produced the
first technological war of attrition.
On this day, speaker after speaker
noted, "After the Third World War,
there would be no veterans."
The crowd at these teach-ins were
not "better-red-than-dead" peaceniks
of another era. They harbored no
sense of virtue about the Russians, no
illusions about the possibility of
unilateral disarmament. There was
nary a one "Make Love, Not War"
sign.

Since the 1950's, anti-nuclear war
sentiment has been dulled by a
sprinkling of SALT promises, and lulled by a profound feeling of public
powerlessness. Now. more and more
Americans, as well as Europeans,
have been "scared straight" by the
They were students and many older
easy genial talkmaster of "limited
citizens who have grown tired of just
nuclear war."
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do not produce a marketable product,
you do not have a market.
When you consider the cost of reserved season tickets and/or contributions to the Falcon Club, it seems to
me that the cost of masochism is
becoming very high.
It was a long, hard struggle to get
the CCHA to the point where it was
truly recognized and two coaches
worked their tails off to get us there.
My wife and I have been following
the hockey team since it was a club
sport and have, at many times, enjoyed the happiness of winning and
the agonies of defeat, but two and a
fraction years of mainly agonies of
defeat, is it any wonder that the
enthusiasm is fast waning?
So, start "pointing the finger"
where it should be pointed.

What's more important
football or safety?

The Veterans Day teach-in was
more than an event. But less than a
movement. With luck and commitment, it may go down in history as the
beginning.

If you would like to comment
on something in the News or
anything of interest to the campus or community, write to ute
News.
The letter or guest column
should be typewritten, triple
spaced and signed. Please include your address and
telephone number for verification. Letters to the editor
should not be longer than 200
words and columns should not
be longer than 500 words.
The News reserves the right
to reject letters or portions of
letters that are in bad taste,
malicious or libelous. All are
subject to condensation.
The letters are the individual
opinions of the writers and the
accuracy of their statements
has not been checked by the
News.
Address your comments to:
Editor of the BG News. 106
University Hall.

idea to have it lit, but many times I've
walked by and have seen nobody playing on this field. I think this is a big
waste of electricity.
These lights could be used for a better purpose. The area from the MathScience building, including the open
court area of Prout Hall to the Education Building, is very poorly lit at
night. This is a very heavily traveled
path and is lit by fights with frosted
domes.
I have walked this area, as well as
most people, very late at night. I
definitely think this area should be
brightly lit. Who knows what could
happen late (past midnight) when
walking this section of the campus.
With the parking lot right there, and
the easy access to the roads... who
knows what might happen?
In conclusion, I feel that a decision
should be made. What is more important, a football game at 10:00, or the
safety of one person walking this area
by Prout Hall at night?
•*'

Gospel Choir or
Second Battalion?
This is to the concern of the B.G.S.U.
Gospel Choir. The Gospel Choir has
many problems. I will only address
two problems.
First, it is run by people whose rise
to power is too much for their egos.
Secondly, there are too many rules,
regulations, stipulations, and ultimatums presented to the members of the
Gospel Choir.
Upon being a member of the
B.G.S.U. Gospel Choir, I felt as if I
were singing in the Second Battalion
under General Lee. This takes the
glory, the fun, and the excitement out
of singing gospel music.
In singing the praises of God, I feel
if you can't relax and enjoy singing
then the Gospel Choir really has no
purpose.
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BGLog
The AFRICAN PEOPLES ASSOCIATION is sponsoring a performance by Umivi-Ikaya and guest speaker
Patrick Emeka Nwabueze from 7 to 9 p.m. at the
Northeast Commons. The Kohl Hall Players are sponsoring a dance, African Jamboree at 10 p.m. at the
Northeast Commons.
The STUDENT RECREATION CENTER will hold
the Insilco Division I Regional Squash Tournament
today and Saturday. Regional winners will qualify to
advance to the national tournament.
The POMMERETTBS, UNIVERSITY PRECISION
DANCE TEAM, will perform at halftime at the Bowling
Green-Central Michigan football game Saturday.
The 1961 UNIVERSITY LITE BEER/ASSOCIATION
OF COLLEGE UNIONS-INTERNATIONAL BILLIARDS TOURNAMENT will be held Saturday and
Sunday at the Student Recreation Center.
An EXHIBIT OF PAINTINGS AND DRAWINGS by
Laetitia Cerio will open with a reception from 7 to 10
p.m. at McFall Center Gallery. The exhibit will continue through Feb. 28.

The UNIVERSITY MEN'S AND WOMEN'S CHORUS
will perform in concert at 8 pjn. in Kobacker Hall at the
Moore Musical Arts Center.
The UNIVERSITY FALCON MARCHING BAND will
present its 12th annual concert at 3 p.m. Sunday In
Anderson Arena. Tickets, available at the door, are 2
for adults and 1 for students and children.
The 1181-82 BRYAN CHAMBER SERIES will open
with a performance by University faculty at 8 pjn. in
Bryan Recital of the Moore Musical Arts Center.
The THIRD WORLD GRADUATE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION will hold a Harambee Call from 12 to 2:30
p.m. Saturday in the Taft Room, Union.
The BOARD OF BLACK CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
will hold a Food and Art Festival from S to 7 p.m.
Saturday in the Amani.
The BLACK STUDENT UNION will present a black
film festival from 7 p.m. to 1 a.m. Saturday.
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Marathon pursues case
CLEVELAND (AP) - Marathon Oil
Co., lawyers said yesterday, will pursue the company's antitrust case
against Mobil Corp.'s 5.1 billion takeover bid even though U.S. Steel made
a "white knight" counter offer.
"We will continue to prosecute this
case to the end," unless Mobil drops
its bid, said Marathon chief counsel
Patrick McCartan, before resumption
of a federal court hearing on a Marathon's request for an injunction.
During a recess, Mobil President
William Tavoulareas refused to comment on U.S. Steel's cash, debentures
and asset purchase offer made yesterday.
As Mobil's first witness in the case,
Tavoulareas testified that Mobil, if
successful in buying Marathon, would
continue a Marathon policy of selling
gasoline products to independent retailers
"WE SAID WE would follow that
policy and propose to do so if we
acquire Marathon," Tavoulareas

said.

Marathon officials earlier testified
that not only do half Marathon's sales
C independents, but also that it has
Mobil's position to sell gasoline
only to its own branded dealers.
In its antitrust suit before U.S.
District Court Judge John Manos,
Marathon says that because competition would be reduced at the independent retail level, the Mobil takeover
would violate antitrust laws.
Tavoulareas said independent retailers would be treated "absolutely
fair" in receiving allocations of Mobil
gas at a "competitive price" after
any merger. He said this would be
true even if there were a shortage of
crude oil supplies in the U.S.
TO BUILD A business, Tavoulareas
• 1 !!(*■. .... 1
1 _» _# ___.CE
said,
"There has■_
to 1be a lot
of confidence between buyer and seller."
Questioned extensively by McCartney, Mobil's president revealed that
some Mobil analysts had calculated
that the value of Marathon shares

based on Marathon's proven oil reserves of 683 million barrels could be
as high as 180 each.
"But they (the analysts) said nobody in the world would pay it,"
Tavoulareas said.
He said that before Mobil made the
offer, he calculated the value of Marathon stock at 60 dollars or more per
share.
McCartney entered into evidence
several Mobil newspaper advertisements and speechs made by Tavoulareas which contained statements
indicating that Mobil believes an inteFated oU company can survive only
it is big.
"There's no guarantee that integration (of the exploration, production,
refining and marketing functions in a
•!•■!•
- I kiMHifn ImvAP AAOIC
single
company)
brings lower costs,
Mobil's president replied.
Tavoulareas said Mobil's bid was
based on a presumption that Marathon was a good buy at the price
offered.

Proposed lease offers better services

Newsbriefs.
Courthouse ceiling collapses
Parts of the ceiling on the second and third floors of
Wood County Courthouse collapsed Sunday night when
part of a water pipe in the attic burst.
Damage will cost at least 100,000, Linda Amos,
assistant clerk of the Board of County Commissioners,
said. Damages are covered by insurance.
The water seeped through cement on the floor of the
attic and put holes through the ceilings above probate
court offices and video equipment rooms on the north
side of the building.
All the ceiling tiles and carpeting in the rooms will
have to be replaced. Some light fixtures will have to be
replaced and the walls in the damaged rooms will have
to De repainted, Ray Murphy, maintenance superintendent at the courthouse, said.
The video equipment is being checked for estimates
on damages.The equipment is used to record trials and
depositions. Murphy said.

The part of the pipe that burst was a gasket on a
recycling pump that is part of the heating system of the
building, he said.
The flood apparently occurred late Sunday night
because Murphy had been in the courthouse earlier that
day and there had been no indication of flood. But by
Monday morning the damage had been done.

Graduation information mailed
Information concerning the Dec. 12 commencement
ceremony is being mailed to the home mailing address
of all candidates. Enclosed is a card which is to be
returned to the Office of Registrations and Records by
Dec. 4.

Correction
Salary figures for the University's full professors listed
in yesterday's News should have been 31,545, not 34,545.
Also, figures listed were 1980-81 statistics. The News
regrets the errors.

by Scott Sleek
News staff reporter

Off-campus students may be able to
receive improved services from their
rental offices through a pro-tenant
lease, developed by the Tenants' Organization to Reduce Corrupt Housing
(TORCH.)
The proposed lease, which will be
distributer] this quarter in a package
with an explanation to students on
how to use the lease, along with other
off-campus information, is "200 percent better than the old lease," Grayson said.
It requires a landlord to make a
repair 30 days after it is reported. If
the landlord does not make the repair
within that time, tenants can put their
rent money in escrow, meaning the

count.
In addition, instead of a tenant
waiting 30 days after the termination
of the lease to get his security deposit
back, the deposit would be returned to
him within two weeks.

money will be kept in the courthouse
until the repairs are made.
Tenants will also be permitted to
make the repairs themselves if the
landlord refuses to act after 30 days.
The cost will then be deducted from
the next month's rent.
ANOTHER MAJOR CHANGE in
the proposed lease includes a required 48 hours written notice by a
landlord if he wishes to enter the
apartment. In existing leases, this
notice only needs to be given 24 hours
in advance.
Currently, landlords keep all interest accumulated by tenants' security
deposits.
In the proposed lease, security deposits would not exceed one month's
rent, and all interest on the deposit
would be placed in the tenant's ac-

TENANTS CAN BE be charged
anywhere from 25 to 100 for subleasing their apartment. The lease proposed by TORCH would do away with
this extra charge.
"I would expect that most of the
landlords will say 'no way' to this
lease. We'll have to make it more
desirable for them somehow," Grayson said.
However, according to Grayson, the
proposed lease should open up negogiations on rental agreements between the landlord and tenants.

2 For
1 Pizza
MONDAY

Pitcher perfect

Monday, 5 to 7 only at East and South, buy one
pizza and get one free. Not valid with any other
coupons. (Sorry, no delivery. Pick up or eat-in
only.)

EAST
440 E. Court

352-1596

SUN4p.m.-1a.m.
MON-WED11a.m.-1a.m.

SOUTH
945 S. Main
352-7571

THURS-FRI11a.m.-2a.m.
SAT 4p.m.-2a.m.

ERLANGER
THE EXCEPTION
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Feast your family to a
special Thanksgiving.

YOU'RE
INVITED.
TO THE BIGGEST STUDENT
TAILGATING PARTY IN BG HISTORY!
WHEN:

WHERE:
WHY:

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21st AT 11:30 A.M.
WEST OF PERRY STADIUM
BECAUSE IT'S FUN TO PARTY !

...HERE'S MORE
1.BEERl ENJOY YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGE AT
OLD FASHIONED BARGAIN PRICES!
2.LUNCH : HAMBURGERS AND HOT DOGS OFF THE GRILL
USE YOUR FOOD COUPONS OR PAY CASH!
3eMUSIC." FALCON FRENZY SOUND SYSTEM. SOLID
2 HOURS OF YOUR FAVORITE SOUNDS!
4. TRIP e 2 LUCKY BGSU STUDENTS WILL WIN TRIPS TO
FLORIDA DURING SPRING BREAK.
WATCH THE BG NEWS FOR FURTHER DETAILS.

yp9

Take your choice of six delicious dinners.
Rout Breast of Turkey. Grilled Country Han.
CrUp Fried Chicken. Baked Meat Loaf. Stuffed
Cabbage Rolls Road Top Round of Beef.
^^i EACH
Each dinner includes a kettle of homemade
KkklOindunctor soup or I'.uii i \ Salad; two vegetables; choice of ice
cream, rice pudding or pumpkin pie; and choice
of coffee, tea or regular-size beverage.
Join us on Thanksgiving, from II a.m. till
MKKk EACH closing and lei us make your day a special one.

5 eFOOTBALLI

FORGET OSU AND UM. PARTY WITH THE FALCONS.

$950

Th. Fmn«y <**+, Ptoo

Bowling Green
1-75 at Rl. 64

rryiburg
1-755 & Rt. 20

FALCONS VS. CENTRAL MICHIGAN

FALCON FRENZY!

♦
♦
♦
♦
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Friday 9:45 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Macy's
Eleven and
Hour Sale

Save
20%
and
More
on many items plus special purchases

Pendleton
20% Oft Tkk.t Price

Choose from basks and fashion solid*
plaids. ClubhouM. main floor.

westport

juniors
All Junior |ack«ti

20% off
Poplin, corduroy, wool blond
Rog. $60-98. tale $41-71.40

Junior furMond iwoaton

20-36% off
Button shouldor, boat nock, moro.
Reg $24 $30 sale $19

$trlpo shirts. 5-13.
Rog.
$11 $21,

Entlro stock woman's socks. 20% off
Rog. 1.25-6.00. sola 1.00-4.10

Girls' 7-14 status denim. 100% cotton.
5pocket. Reg. $28. sal.22.4S

Plold shirts. Polyester, cotton. Long
sloovo.S M -L. now $10

Ooarfoam warmup boots. 20% off.
S-M-L-XL. Rog. $10*12, »ol. $1-9 60

Girl*' 7-14 wovens.
Reg. $10-$12, sale $1-9.60

Plaid shirts. Polyostor/cotton.
8-18. Rog. $18, sale $13

Entlro stock knits, hooded scarves.
Rog. $7-$20, sola 5.60-$ 16

Girls' 4-14 sleepweor and robes
Assorted colors, 20% off

Wovon pants by Pantsmakor. Poly
•star. 818. Rog. $18-$24. tol. $12-516

Loathor bolts. 20% off. Metal lie and
classic. Rog. $7 $20, sale 5.60-$16

Girls' 4-6X knits and velours.
Polyester/cotton. Reg. 6.75$ 1 4,

Oonim Joans. 100% cotton. 8-18.
Rog. $20, solo $17
W.ilporl (DI84. 162, 188,66D/80,660).

sale 5.40-11.20
Cubic Zirconia oarrlngs. pondont

50% off
Pierced earrings pendant sot in
14K gold, gold fill. Rog. $34$138. sale $17-$69

1. 25-15.75

Timo and Placo corduroy pant. Bondod
bottom, cotton, Rog. $29, sal. $19
Juniors (Dl 19/635,605,133/121).

20% off
Solids, prints. 38-44 tops. 32-38
bottoms. Rag. $285100,
sola 22.40-$M
Woman's World (D78).

misses
Entlro stock ladles coats

25% off
Wool, qiona fake fur, loathor,
moro. Rog. $40-$330,
sola $30-247.50.

25% off
1 and 2 pc. drosses,
Reg. $16-586. sale 12.00 64.50

Selected loathor handbags

20% off
Famous maker totes, hobos,
clutches, satchels.
Rog. $16 $120 sale 12.«0-$96
Accessories (0629/9/113/6/17/621).

children
Bras and body stiapers

25% off

Girls'7-14 denim

Entire stock! Bali, Olga. more.
Reg. $5-$30, sola 3.75-22.50

20% off
100% cotton. Lovi's, Brittania.
Reg. $16 $18 sale 12.B0-14.40

Camisoles, haHsllps, full slips

25% off
Entire stock! Nylon.
Reg $8 $20 sale $6-515

Selected fashion sweaters

20% off

Entire stock panties

Fur blends, wool, wool blonds,
cotton. Rog. $26 $46
sale 20.10-36.10

Nylon and cotton. Fashion colors.
Reg. $2 $6, sale 1.50-4.50

Girls' 7-14 sweaters

20% off
100% acrylic. Crow neck,
cardigans, more. Reg. 8.50-$14.
sale 6.10-11.20

25% off
Girls' 7-14 wovons

20% off
100% cotton. Solids and

Wovon shirts

20% off
Polyester/cotton. Solids, stripes,
plaids. Reg. $20-$42, sale $16-33.60

Valour tops. 20% off. Solids.
Rog. $20-$42. sal. $16-33.60

Warner's bras, matching bikinis.
Rog. 5.50-11.00. solo 4.12-3.2*
Support Can Bo Beautiful, Cross Your
Heart. Rag. $7-$17. sole 5.25-12.75
Long warm gowns. Flannel, brushed
nylon. Rog. $13 $28, sale 9.75-$21
Long tricot gowns. 100% nylon.
Rag. $18-$35. sola 13.50-26.25

Young Collector separata pants.

Fleece robes

20% off 6-14. Rag. $32 $34.
sale 25.60-27.20

25% off

Entire stock reloted separates. 20%
off. Reg. $10-$158. sale $i-124.40
Misses &»H. Grasses (021/55/70/19*7169/43/
252/57/134/150/1 J»/135/l*5), Young Collector
(0*61,667/664,61).

westport

Rod, blue, coral, aqua, purple.
Reg. $38-$45. sale 21.50-33.75

plaids. Rog. $10-$12, solo$8-9.60

Solid and plaid tri-blond. 8-18.
Orig. $22-$25. sale 16.20

Holiday coordinate*

25% off
Polyester crepe, knit*. 10-18.
Reg. $18 $45, sale 13.50-33.76

20% off
Fashion stylos. Junior and Prop
size. Rog. $18-$20, solo $14$ 16

Boy*' 4-7 top*

20% off
Wovon and knit polyester/cotton.
Rog. $8-$l3, tale 6.40-10.40

Foundations (026), Daywear (155), Panties (07),
Contemporary Foundations (D442), Playtex
(0236). Sleepweor (02BS/122), Robes (064).

25% off
Polyester knit solids and print*.
Reg. 6.50$I2, *alo4.87-$9

Boys' 4-7outerwear. Entlr. stock.
Reg. 320-345, sale $15-33.75
Boy*' 4-7 corduroy leans. 25% off.
Reg. and slim. Reg. $13. sale 9.75
Toddlers overalls. 20% off. Corduroy
and denim. Reg. $10 $23. sale $1-11.40
Girls' 7-14 (D37), Girls' Accessories (043),
Girls 4-6X (D51). toys' 1-20 (DM/677/74),
toys' 4-7 (072), Toddlers (061). Infants (D60).

mens
Entire stock men'* sweaters

20% off
Acrylic, Shetland, lambswool,
orlon. Reg. 16.50-$90,
sal. 13.20-372

Rugbies and sweatershlrts

25% off
Men'* heavyweight shirts. 25% off.
Reg. $13-350. sale 9.75-37.50
Gloves, mufflers, caps. hats.
Reg. 310428. sale 33-22.40

Entire stock coats and |ackets.
Reg. 340-3120, sole $23-339
Uvl® boot corduroy*. Polyester/
cotton. Rog. $19. sale 14.23

salts 14.25
Polyester/cotton. Grey, ton, navy,
brown. Waist 28-38.

Entire stock pofyostor (lack*

20% off
Plush toys, stuffed animals

Entire stock Monet |ewelry. 20% off

25% off

Goldtono. silvertone.
Reg. $5 $75, sale $4-$60

Pot Bally Bear, L. Mutt. Sad Sam,
moro. Reg. $6$ 16, sale 4.50-312

Shop Macy's in Bowling Green:
Mon., Thurs. & Fri. 9:45-9-Tues., Wed. & Sat. 9:45-5:30.
Sunday Noon to 5 p.m.
Macy's gives Golden Tokens with $5 purchase.

Boys' 3-20 sport tap*. Polyester
blends. Reg. $7-$l4, sal. 5.60-11.20

Levl ® boot cut corduroy*
Info

Entlro stock pantyhose. 20% off. All
sizes. Reg. 2.7S-6.S0. sole 2.20-5.20

Boy*' 8-20 Farah coordinates. Pants.
blazers. Reg. 17.50-47.50. sola $14-333

Solid dress shirt*. Full fit, spread
collar. Reg. $15-23.50. sale $10-11.10

Volour and pile robes. Wrap and
zip. Reg. $45 $66. sal.33.75-49.50

Vinyl handbag*. Win., navy, block,
brown, carnal. Reg. $15-$20, sale $13

Bays' 3-20 outerwear. Entire stock.
Reg. $39-$50, sale 31.20-340

Soy*' 8-20 denim jeans

Nylon tricot robes. By Vanity Fair.
Rog. S29-S30, sale 21.75-22.50

accessories

Girls' 4-4X coordinates. Skirt*.
jumper*, blouses. Reg. $11 $23,

Entir. stock I Cotton blonds.
Reg. $18-$30. sale 13.50-22.50

Select wool bland skirts

26%-35% off

Reg. $12-$1S, sal. 9.60-312
Girls' 4-6X jeans and pant*. Denim,
corduroy. Reg. $9 $16. sale 7.20-12,»0

Boys' 3-20 sweaters. Acrylic, wool*.
Orig. $10-$20, now $1-14.50

lingerie

Entlro stock misses dresses

Girls' 4-6X (klrt* and lumpers.

saloB.BO-18.40

Entlro stock woman's coordinates
sola

children

100% acrylic volts. 5-M L.
Reg.$12-$18, sate$9

Ig. sizes

Junior plaid skirt*.
Rog. $22 $26, sale $15-$19

accessories

Girls' 7-14 coordinates. Wool*.
velveteen. Reg. $17-$33,
sale 13.60-26.40

Hoggar Expodomatk, Lovi Action,
Farah. Rag. $20-326. sale $16-20.10

Entir. stock mem'* seperote*

20% off
Polyester, polyester/cotton.
Rog. $20-380, eat. $14-$64
Men's (0107/27/39/49/t/ttO/lOa/l 1,1/Q]
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"Santini" tells family tale
by Dave Heindel
News Reporter
"The Great Santini," this
weekend's U.A.O. campus film,
soared far above its father Lewis
Carlino's expectations. Originally
released for Home Box Office and
airline flights entitled "The Ace" in
late 1979, it shot across theater
screens at the speed of sound. It was
gone as quickly and humbly as it
came.
It was a family story, both for
families and of families. Robert
Duvall played the head of the family
as Bull Meechum: father. Marine Colonel, and demanding husband. His
family, or hogs, as he called them,
were led equally by his wife Lillian
and oldest son Ben, who were played
by Blythe Danner and Michael
O'Keefe, respectively. They were the
middle-class suburban Meechums,
"the proudest, fightinest family in the
Corps."

He led his men and his family with
the same attitude. "Men," he ordered
to a squadron of undisciplined pilots,
"I not only want you to look on me as
Sour commanding officer, I want you
o look on me as, (pause) well. God."
Indeed, all of us look on God in different ways. Some never see past the
outside of those who represent Him;
they seem all too demanding. Others,
who profess to know Him better, can
see through direct orders and see a
love purer than the cloud which surrounded the Great Santini's head.
After a dramatic scene in which
Ben beat his father in a game of oneon-one basketball, the character
sketch of the Colonel was drawn from
both of these points of view. He had
never lost any game against his family, not even checkers. Having lost by
one point this time, he scolded his
wife, dared his "sweetest little girl"
Ben to try to win by two, and finally
bounced a basketball off of his head
all the way up the stairs to his
bedroom insisting that he cry.

to his mother. "Ben, your father
knows you're watching him." She exBlained, "You know what he's doing.
e's admitting to you that the gap is
closing, and he's getting old. He's going to nave to have to work harder to
keep up."
If the fact Santini was a God, he was
a creator of ambiguity. He made a
daughter, Maryann, whose intentional dramatic sarcasm was as unique to the family character as he was
to fathering. She begged Dad to open
Zand show his true love always, but
did it without seriousness.
While clearly defining the
characters, the film buzzed from one
climax to countless others. One interesting image which emerged in
preparation for one of the greatest of
all climaxes did so through Tooma, a
black boy who Ben befriended early in
the film. As the companions sat in a
field of flowers discussing the bees
which flew around then Tooma comforted Ben. "They won't bother ya.
A bee is like a preacher-man, it flys
from flower to flower, for male to
female and marries them into one."
Bull Meechum was like a bee. He
had joined himself and his wife into
one in the body of Ben. He was on the
outside, by direct order, and his wife
was deep inside the boy, only to
emerge at certain times.

FROM THE first half hour of the
film, one would have expected the . SANTINI WAS understood fully onBull in Meechum to be a practical jok- ly by his wife, who explained to Ben as
ing child; he was the opposite. Colonel he watched through his bedroom winMeechum was, even in the drunkenest dow Bull obsessively shooting baskets
of states, an all male man. He was the in the night rain. "I was praying we'd
epitome of the stereotype with which go to war so King Kong would have sowe are all very much too familiar.
meone to fight besides me." Ben said

Signs

from pag* t

signs. In addition, the city was reimbursed nearly 5,000 by people
caught stealing or vandalizing signs.
At Monday's City Council meeting,
Mayor Alvin Perkins expressed anger
at the thefts.
Perkins said he was nearly in a
serious accident recently because
someone failed to halt at what he
remembered as a four-way-stop intersection.
After the near-miss. Perkins said he
found a post stripped of its stop-sign

on a (loud) party call," he said.
"They (the occupants of the apartment) are actually in possession of
stolen property and can be arrested
for receiving stolen property."
Ash said persons caught stealing
signs or having such signs in their
possession can be fined, sentenced to
jail or sent to a theft-rehabilitation
program.
Last year, the city spent about 17,600 replacing stolen and damaged

f
I

and the bolts that had secured the sign
lying on the ground.
Ash said most sign thefts are commited by groups, and alcohol or drug
abuse is often involved. Most people,
he added, don't think about the seriousness of their actions when they
swipe a sign.
"We have taken some actions,"
Barber said. "We are using different
anchoring devices, more rigid posts
and havebeen burying them deeper to
make (theft) more difficult."
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With Your Friends a Merry
t
ChnttiMt in •

SMCM

Way!

MTHII

Christmas Wreath Maitafa
*
Have Yaur Christmas Message Printed Here in Red & Grwn C*ltrt »
Deadline Wad. Dec. 2, 4 p.m.

106 UnwanHy Hall
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Maybe well
cure cancer
without
your help,
but don't bet
your life
on it

Sara Jayne

, P.S. Looking forward to this weekend
• Now we can really celebrate !

Parent-Loan program to fight rising costs
by Karen Pence
News Reporter
With rising college costs, increased
interest rates and President Ronald
Reagan's budget cuts for education
now in effect, many students are
showing concern about how they will
meet their educational fees.

Meyer said. "The papers include implications for the program and the
requirements which have to be met
before the loan is given out for schooling."
THE MAXIMUM AMOUNT an undergraduate may receive is 2,500 and
graduate students can borrow up to
5,000.

Barb Meyer, student lending officer
at Huntington Bank, said a new loan
program may be utilized by the parents of students and also by independent students to aid in battling rising
college costs.

"This program will enable the student to receive a portion of his school
costs through the Guaranteed Student
Loan and then make up the difference
on the Parent-Student Loan program," Meyer said.

"The Parent-Loan program presented by the Auxiliary Loan Assist to
Students must pass through Congress
and final papers must be drawn up,"

Parents take the loan out for their
son or daughter with the understanding that repayment will begin after 60
days at a rate of 14 percent simple

ooooooooooooooooooooo

KAPPA SIGMA
STARDUSTERS
WISH TO CONCRATULATE
THEIR NEW
PLEDGE CLASS
OFFICERS:
PRES.
V.P.
SEC.
TREAS.
SOCIAL
P.R.

;
a

interest.
In addition, "the program will be
extended to the independent students
who are eligible for deferment of
Kyment while attending school, but
■y must be able to compensate for
the interest rate quarterly," Meyer
said.
Meyer said that any bank can add
this new program to their services
iust by signing up for it. The Huntington Bank will accomodate this new
program beginning the first of next
6ear to increase their assistance to
le community.
"It will be as easy as buying a car.
The bank just has to make sure the
individual or parents can meet the
payments," Meyer said.

COME BLOW YOUR HORN!!!!
The Athletic Band and Concert Bands are now organizing,
for Winter Quarter. Any student interested in Athletic
Band should contact the Bond Office 372-2181. Ext. 249 to
obtain additional information. Brass especially needed!
Auditions for the 3 Concert Bands will begin Monday
11/30. Students interested in the Concert Bands should sign
the list posted outside Room 1010 Musical Arts Center, or
telephone 372-2181. Ext. 249 for further information

Robin Height
Shelly McPeak
Kathy Forsyth
Karen Pannunzio
Crystal Kingston
Judy Harrison
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J!uL & Jitaura
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RELIVE THE WEDDING
OF THE CENTURY!
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MEADOWVIEW COURT
^ APARTMENTS \

As they tie the knot on a large video screen

ttfJ*'"

SPECIAL TWO PERSON RATE
%
2 Bedroom Apts 1 Bedroom Apts. Efficiencies
FURNISHEDor UNFURNISHED
• gas heat
• all utilities included
.
except lights
• swimming pool
• party room
• laundry facilities
• game room
available
• sauna
214 Napoleon 352-1195

SATURDAY NOV. 21
4:30-7:00
SIDEDOOR UNION
/J.er W.ff/Jr SM

f-^unth, C ane ^ervnl

STAMVM

rniesoAY NIGHT IS
I FAMILY NICHf i
ULL ADULTS

Gifts Welcome for Luke & Laura

STADIUM PLAZA
BOWLING GREEN
PH 352 0265

Ci»er»a
I *2
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Sign up now to enter the Luke and Laura
Look Alike Contest held at reception

"rKJRSOArWGHT 7s
STUOENT NIGHT

Deadline for sign up FRIDAY 5PM UAO OFFICE

BACK BY POPULAR
DEMAND
"RAIDERS' HAS IT ALL - THE BEST TWO HOURS
OF PURE ENTERTAINMENT ANYONE IS GOING
TO FIND - A BLOCK BUSTER ON THE ORDER
OF STARWABS' AND 'JAWS'!"

w

Wtt?

EVE. AT
SAT. MAT. SUN. MAT.
7:30 A 9:30 PM 2:00
2:00 & 4:00
SPECIAL MIDNIGHT SHOWING FRI. ft SAT. ONLY!

MERRY Avenue Apts.

RIDGE MANOR

516 E. Merry
Features

624,656,670 Frazee
Features

519 Ridge
Features

2 bedroom, furn apts.

2 bedroom apts.

2 Bedroom Town Houses

2 full baths

2 full baths

Completely Furnished

dishwasher

across from Universtiy
tennis courts

All Utilities Paid

1 1/» blk. from campus

4 people $564/person/semester .

across from the "Towers"

HALLOWEEN II

Frazee Avenue Apts.

"less" than 3 years old
$564/sem./4 man + elec.
$752/sem./3 man + elec.

$564/sem./ 4 man elec.
$ 752/ sem./ 3 man + elec.
Yearly rates available at lower prices

3 people $712.50/person/semester

LEASING FOR FALL 1982
EVE. AT
SAT. MAT. SUN.MAT
7:30 ft 9:15 PM 2:00 2:00 ft 3:45
SPECIAL MIDNIGHT SHOWING FRI. ft SAT. ONLY!
COMING ATTRACTIONS - "SOUTHERN
COMFORT" ft PURSUIT OF D.B. COOPER"

CALL:
352-0717

MAIJRER GREEK RENTALS
224 E. BOOSTER STREET
BOWLING GREEN. OH 43402

Prices subject to change.
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New 2-mile fitness trail to be built
ing paved surfaces, Parsons said.
With a vow from the maintenance
department to "do their best to keep it
clear" in the winter, he said the trail
should be open 12 months a year for
the real "hardcores."
A sign of introduction will be posted
at the start, he said, which will detail
nine participatory levels, based on
frequency of use, type of activity,
intensity and duration.
Parsons said the stations - constructed mostly out of wood - will be
set up in the grass along the trail,
each with a sign explaining what
should be done for the different participants' levels.
ACTIVITIES at the 18 stations include sit-ups, long jumps, push-up,
flexibility measurements and leg
lifts, he said. Completing the course
should take about an hour and builds
cardio-vascular efficiency, flexibility
and muscular strength and endur-

ance, he said.
The cost of the trail is about 12,000,
Parsons said. But, he said, the Civilian Conservation Camp, an organization of the Department of Natural
Resources, will install the trail for
free, reducing the price tag by about
4,000.
"What's important to remember,"
Parsons said, "is that this is being
done without one penny of University
money."
Funding was collected from private
donations, with a large portion coming from University faculty, he explained.
The feasibility for the trail was
developed by Rick Redd, a student
interning in the school of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation
last winter, Parsons said. After
Redd's internship ended, Parsons
said, he picked up the project and just
recently found the necessary funding.

Vadillo said the preview is an attempt to show the high school students that there are Latinos, like
themselves, at the University who are
successful and that it is not true if
someone says college is not for Latinos.

This is the fourth year that LSU has
sponosored the Preview Day and the
success rate of recruiting students is

by David Sigworth
New* staff reporter

Construction is slated to begin Monday on the University's newest mean
for working off those pizzas and ice
cream sundaes.
A two-mile fitness trail, featuring 18
stations, should be ready for use by
Dec. 7, Dr. Terry Parsons, director of
the Student Recreation Center, said
yesterday.
The trail will begin on the sidewalks
leading to Doyt Perry Field at the
corner of Mercer Road and Ridge
Street, Parsons said. It will run east
along the sidewalks, then, turning
left, continue on the road circling
behind the stadium. After traveling
south behind the stadium, the trail
will turn north around Whittaker
Track and return up the sidewalks to
the starting point.
THE TRAIL only will follow exist-

Latinos

from paga 1

Union as a supportive services organization for Latinos. (LSU) provides
transportation, meals, entertainment, financial aid information, admissions information, a lecture and
overnight accomodations with chaperones."

about 25 percent, Vadillo said, adding
that the preview solidifies the University's recruitment process.

Happy 22nd Birthday to Kathy Coil
*r*o*jr^r-j?.
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Assisting alcoholics aim of county clinics
by Lou Wllan
New* reporter
Alcoholism is recognized as a disease by the American Medical Association. It afflicts all types of people young and old. educated and uneducated, rich and poor.
Only about 3 to 5 percent of alcoholics are 'bums' or skid row types.
"It's not how much you drink, it's
what happens to you when you drink,"
Gina DiGiovine, prevention coordinator for Wood County Council on Alcoholism, said.
"YOU CAN BE a weekend drinker
and still be an alcoholic," DiGiovine
said.
Just because a person does not
drink every day does not mean they

are not an alcoholic. Alcoholism is
progressive, and the physical addiction comes last, long after emotional
addiction. The person is an alcoholic
before they drink everyday, DiGiovine said.
Drinking that results in problems is
a sign of alcoholism, she said. The
drinking may cause troubles in a
person's family life. It may result in
troubles with the police, court appearances, financial problems, job problems, social problems and loss of selfesteem.

The out-patient program allows the
alcoholic to still work and maintain
community life while undergoing
treatment, she said.
Patients come to WCCA on court
referral after being charged with
DWI (driving while intoxicated), or
after treatment at an in-patient clinic.
The out-patient clinic's treatment
includes two weekly group sessions
for six weeks. The patient must attend
three meetings of Alcoholics Anonymous per week for the six-week period, she said.

they can relate to one another's problems. The group sessions allow patients to confront one another and be
honest about their problems, she said:
This is important because alcoholics tend to deny that their drinking
causes problems. This is part of the
nature of their disease.
For example, the first group discussion deals with the topic "Why are
we here?" This is to help the patient
see the relationship between their
drinking and their problems and to
break through their denial system.

A PERSON who recognizes his alcoholism could go to the Wood County
Council On Alcoholism (WCCA) that
Sves out-patient treatment to alcoilics. The out-patient program began in December 1980 and has treated
about 100 patients since its opening.

THEN, THE PATIENT has Aftercare for 12 weeks. This includes
weekly one hour meetings with a
counselor, she said.
The group sessions include about 15
{atients and two counselors. The paients can help each other because

OTHER TOPICS covered in the
group sessions include education on
alcoholism, the family, looking at
feelings, recovery and relapse, principles of Alcoholics Anonymous (AAI,
and taking inventory of themselves.
They usually come in angry that

People
in
the news

DR. BARBARA LOCKARD, music performance studies, was recently elected vice-president of
regions of the National Opera Association. Lockard has been a member of the Board of Directors for
the past 12 years and has been the
chairperson of the Annual N.O.A.
Auditions since its inception in
1955.
DR. ANDRAS SZENTKIRALYI,
music history/theory, was invited
by the Hungarian Academy of Sciences to participate in the International Bartok Symposium and CIM

Congress, Sept. 28 to Oct. 5.
DR. JAFRAN JONES, chairperson Music History /Theory, read a
paper entitled "Music and Travel:
A Comparison of Two Tunisian
Brotherhoods," at the Society for
Ethnomusicology Annual Conference held at Honolulu, Hawaii in
October. He also read a paper
titled "Music of Tunisian Women"
at the annual conference of Middle
Eastern Studies Association Nov. 6
in Seattle, Washington.
REX EIKUM, chairman music
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performance studies, was guest
soloist with the Dave Brubeck
Quartet for a performance of Brubeck's jazz mass "To Hope! A
Celebration" in Huntington, Indiana, in October.
VIRGINIA MARKS, music performance studies, presented a day
long workshop entitled'' Piano Teaching Techniques" for the Toledo
Piano Teachers Association at the
Toledo Museum of Art in October.
She also appeared as recitalist on
the Artist Series at Kenyon College
in Gambier on Nov. 1.

they have to go through treatment
and are more calm when they leave,
she said.
The Aftercare sessions between the
alcoholic and a counselor help the
alcoholic deal with his problems
(such as family, marital, and job) in
his newfound sobriety, she said.
BUT, PROBLEMS DO NOT cause
alcoholism. Quite the opposite, alcoholism often caused the problems,
DiGiovine said.
DiGiovine said it is important that
the patients go to AA meetings regularly even after they are done with
treatment in order to maintain their
sobriety.
"If they don't (continue with AA),
they will trip themselves," she said.
This is because there is no cure for
alcoholism. It can only be arrested by

MARK KELLY, director of
bands, was named recipient of the
Edwin Franko Goldman Award
from the American School Band
Directors Association at its annual
convention in Indianapolis this past
summer. The Goldman Award is
the highest award given by
ASBDA, and is given for "Outstanding Contribution to the Advancement of School Bands."
Eight scholarships were recently
awarded to students enrolled in
Army ROTC. Winning four-year
scholarships were freshmen

total abstinence. Even after years of
sobriety, the alcoholic cannot drink
again without the drinking going to
excess and causing problems.
WCCA HAS TWO counselors and a
psychologist to work with the patients. It also has an adolescent outpatient clinic.
WCCA lists symptoms of alcoholism: "consistently drinking more
than intended," "black-outs,"which
are periods of memory loss because of
drinking, tolerance to alcohol - needing to drink more than previously to
get the same effect, problems with
police and courts because of drinking,
missing work or family gatherings,
family arguments about the drinking
or family members making excuses
for the.person's behavior.

MOLLY CULLEN and TIM NOVAK. These awards were based on
academic and extracurricular accomplishments in high school.
Three-year scholarships were
awarded to sophomores KAREE
VAN WERT, BRETT FARLEY,
MIKE EBERLY and LANCE TAYLOR.
Juniors KAYE KIRK, TONY
PASKVAN and SCOTT LARESE
received two-year scholarships.
These awards were given for outstanding achievements in leadership and military skills at the
Army ROTC Basic Camp this summer at Ft. Knox, Kentucky.
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The Well sponsors room
to promote health,fitness
by Thorn Sinn
Newt Reporter

staff pholo by Dale Omori

Bevan and Friends

Alex Bevan and friends will perform at 8 p.m. and
10 p.m. in the Side Door of the University Union

Throughout our lives, success i»
often found by branching out by
climbing over a fence and replanting ourselves in a new location.
The new position can provide opportunities and benefits both for
yourself and for those you come in
contact with.
Last Monday, The Well incorporated a "satelite" center in the
newly developed L.I.F.E. (Leisure
Information and Fitness Evaluation) room located in the Student
Recreation Center. The move is a
cooperative effort by both the rec
center and The Well to "promote
greater general health awareness
on campus," according to the
Director of The Well, Dr. Steven
Fein berg.
"The Well believes in a
philosophy that deals with the total
person," Feinberg said. "In promoting the concept of wellness
we're speaking of spiritual issues
and emotional issues, as well as
physical fitness."
THIS PROMOTION, as Feinberg puts
it, has been "difficult to establish
as well as we'd like" because of
The Well's "tucked away location"
on the second floor of the Health
Center. By moving to the rec
center, with its aura of health and
fitness ever present, the birth of
the L.I.F.E. room has taken place.
Dr. Terry Parsons, Director of
the Student Recreation Center, exClained the functions and goals of
le L.I.F.E. room.
"The L.I.F.E. room is symptomatic of growinginterest in total
wellness," Degan Parsons. "While
the rec is a nice place for fun and
games, our effort is also to provide
an educational awareness of health
and total well being. This (the
L.I.F.E. room) is our effort in being a leader in our area."
Karen Fletcher, assistant direc-

more inclined to make use of The
Well because it will be in a more
health oriented surrounding.
Students can pop in and talk about
health issues or receive referrals
as to where they can go for more
information."
For example, those in need of
private counseling sessions would
be referred to the portion of The
WeU still located ui the Health
Center. The private surroundings
necessary for productive counseling will still be found at The Well's
"base" at the Health Center.
"We aren't lifting ourselves and
totally moving over (to the rec
center). The counseling could not
exist in the L.I.F.E. room. Our rec
center branch as been created so
that people will become more
aware of The Well's existence and
the services and programs that are
available," Feinberg explained.
"The Well is not becoming a part
of the rec. Though our two
philosophies are similar we are
still two separate, two unique entities. The L.I.F.E. room enhances
our working together and our promoting together our common
goals, Feinberg said.
PARSONS
re-emphasized
Feinberg's comments that the rec
center and The Well are two units
"melding as one" toward a common goal-wellness.
"The Well will supervise the activities in the L.I.F.E. room. No
new employees will be hired; this
is simply a reshuffling to put the
concept of wellness more into the
fiublic view," he said. "With a
ypical day bringing approximately 2500 people into the rec center
and the stronger attitude and atmoshpere of healthiness here,
we're confident that we can make
this work. Eventually, we hope to
make the L.I.F.E. room the nerve
center of what's going on," inclusive of programs offered by the
rec center and by The Well.

tor of the rec center, described the
L.I.F.E. room as "an informal
walk in area providing an educational setting lor members of the
rec center.' Included in this setting is a reference library containing material on nutrition, dieting,
health foods, and general fitness,
as well as various types of athletic
magazines. Just as important, information about rec center and
Well programs will be available to
users of the rec center.

"The L.I.F.E. room
is symptomatic of
growing interest
in total wellness."
-Dr. Terry Parsons
-OUR AIM," Fletcher said, "is to
Sovide better communication to
e public; to promote the programs that are provided." with
part of The Well m the rec center
there will be "a combination, not
duplication, of efforts to build
strong programs," Parsons added.
Another impetuous behind the
move, stressed both Feinberg and
Fletcher, was the "healthier atmosphere" existing at the rec
center.
"People go the Health Center
because they're ill," said
Feinberg. "They want to deal with
that - they want to be cured. (When
sick) they're not into hearing about
health."
"The Health Center follows a
traditional model of health care dealing more with the disease and
treatment of the disease than with
the promotion of health. Treatment
is geared toward the resolution of
sickness. Remember, the aim of
The Well is to promote health in
every aspect."
•so HERE IN the rec center," Fletcher continued, "students will be
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Becky & Donny
Deb & Mike
Brenda & Terry
Ann & Sear
Nancy & Mike
Carol 8 Paul ■
Kathy & Mike
Jackie & John
Kim S Ted
Lnuia & Luke
Jamie & Brent
Kathy & Tim
Sandy & John
Shamu ft Ace
Shnila & James
laurel & Hardy
Carol ft Jeff
Cuthy & Randy
Tink & Phil
Sandy S. & Wayn**
Kothy & Andv
ienme & Ron
Gwm ft Warren
Sara Jayne & Kick
Zwebs & Gary
Eggy 8 Ed
Karen & Don
laura & Burt Reynolds
Steph ft Jeff
Rookie ft The Stud

OPPONENT
North Dakota
Michigan State
Lake Superior
Michigan State
Miami
Ferris State
Michigan
Ill-Chicago Circle
Ohio State
Michigan

EXCHANGE DATES
Oct. 12 & 13
Oct. 26 & 27
Nov. 9 & 10
Nov. 30, Dec. 1
Dec. 7 & 8
Jan. 11 & 12
Jan. 25 & 26
Feb. 1 & 2
Feb. 8 & 9
Feb. 22 & 23

Wright State
Morehead State
Denison University
Tri-State
Wisconsin-Superior
Central Michigan
Kent State
Toledo
Ball State
Western Michigan
Eastern Michigan
Northern Illinois
Miami

BASKETBALL
Nov. 23 & 24
Nov. 30, Dec. 1
Dec 7 & 8
Dec. 7 & 8
Dec. 7 & 8
Jan. 4 & 5
Jan. 7 & 8
Jan. 14 & 15
Jan. 21 & 22
Jan. 28 & 29
Feb. 8& 9
Feb. 15 & 16
Feb. 22 & 23

PLAYING DATE(S)
Oct. 16 & 17
Oct. 30
Nov. 13 & 14
Dec. 5
Dec. 18 & 19
Jan. 15 & 16
Jan. 30
Feb. 5 & 6
Feb. 12 & 13
Feb. 26
Dec. 2
Dec. 5
Dec.16
Dec.19
Dec.21
Jan. 9
Jan.13
Jan.20
Jan.27
Feb. 3
Feb.13
Feb.20
Feb.27

I^WI

ALPHA CHI

RAMPANT
Shoe & Dove
2-V 8 Jack
Moogoi 8 Piggy
Joan 8 George
Kaye 8 David
Cindy 8 Ed
Berni 8 Don Ho
MBC 8 Dave
Nance 8 Ken
Carol 8 Tommy
Lynn & Johnny
Brenda & Joe
Debbie 8 Jell
Vlcki 8 Chri»
Whip 8 Brian
Mary 8 Mark
Calhleen 8 Tom
Karen 8 Honk
Tracy 8 Guido
Megan 8 Tom
Ro 8 Will
loren 8 Kelly
Julie 8 Joe
Q ' 8 Killer
Weeno 8 Sieve
Chipper 8 Hooly
Joy 8 Jim
Brand! 8 Bodo
Sheri 8 Bill
Deb & Greg
Laurie 8 Brent

■Clip & Save

FALL '81

"GENERIC"

RAVER

IN6REDEINTS1
JtUIHUI
UKIKI
SIM HEN
SUE INEN
KYLE 1 MIKE

LIU IBM

MEM I JIFF

L
I
O

ELIMEI FHIL
JEMHEBI J8E
RELLIIJQM
MIUREERI SIEffi
SUUUM.I STEVE

nairmi

CIMIE ft BUM
SKI MIL
MEIt MIM
BMKTIJM
MINT 1 MCI
CIMINILL
MMTBEYICIIL
TEMUTEYE

at are Ready to R-R ROAR!!
ADPi's

MUIU
UMICMM
LMIWM
MSMIJM
KIKI1KL

November 21, 1981

DRINKS

SUE

i rim

CAROL 1 FMNK
MELINIE1 DIN
MINI TIM
ELLEN 1 KEVIN
HUM 1 MIKE
NINCY 1 MME
MTMY 1 MIRE
SHE 1 8E0RSE
IMSIT 11MB
KIM 1 JOE
BECIT 1 MIM
NITILK 1 OWCR
MANE 1 MIM
JWTJIJEFF
JENNY 1 MIM

JEMEIRH
CMBYIMR
BERLYIBENT
JIKTIIU.
CIBMYBIFHH
LMKICMCR
Jill NIK
BETH JIIE

KENYIMCM
MIRYJBICMKI
IEN-BEIN 1 SLIM
MRENIMCK
MttBELE 1 INTIE
IITHYI PETEY
MTIY 1 DUE
RIMY 1 MM
BEMSE 1 KEVIN
LIMI JOHN
BLIRCVIMI
NIMH REYM
IMCEYIBMIR

UMITBM
MINYITM
TIM HUM
HE HIVE

LffMIKtn
mm trim.
MBMEIMCR

CMSiun
BAM i

nrm

MINT ELLEN 1 REYM
REBM1I JNNNTY

LNMII JIM
MMAE1NIB
MMHIMY
RITMYIMK

NHINCHIES

BOOD TIMES

'• The t, IStm NmiM>ii M, INI

Classifieds,
Congrats 10 *e LMe T*u FooaMB Teem on

LOST
LOST

BBje Nylon Watet

LoM rater R*c

Cat anv*m* 372 3266

13

■BM

MADNESS

hrvaty pad oft We ara ao proud o» you'
Lova your Qemaw Pf csaftani

Broe Pta Kappa Tau

REWARO-no

queaaona

• c« Brands at 352 6642

Uat tm ita. il ■»• ulli.ni
«""Hii »■««. pi.mm ii,mi «

'
icmwHwiti—»
MMM MM. WMTMITUL mug
Tp»»fl1wW0l0Midiwy mtm I1»l
iMnt. n front of In. Unon PIMM OH «•
•Ow' *r, ^ 33W

SB

on ■ |O0 Mi don*

Can -a aaap NrM?

NKJHT

WELL

RESTED

YOULLBE UNTIL YOU GET A HOLD OF

362'6777

ME' GET PSYCHED FOR THE RAVER'
LOVE. MARY

nc<r» ■•■etenng May KZ ft Sonny • H km

Oat paychad to hnd out who I am Make

MaXE FflaDAY NIGHT IS GONG TO BE

Your

may —id you-Whoa n*«r? Bros

Pf*

aura you are n your room Mon 6 30 p m I

GREAT CAUSE lYE GOT THE CUTEST

ng through

RAVER DATE SO GRAB YOUR T SHIRT a

CongrMuMona JudNh ft J*H on your Sajme

have another aurpnee tor you Alpha Gam
love. Your Bag*

Kappa Tau

Cta-A Chi 0 Wietenng even though twy
one tuvaw about it but me Get psyched to*

araahara.

You're

^^

flnaNy

CAUSE iM SO PSY
1

ara Sun -Fn 6 >2pm

tat a» )uat

to say fwlwatova your Lova. Tha
T««RTS

torfl we) pay 1 '2 Ot tood bfl M 60Vmo 335

cemheate al THE AflflANOEaaENT

Party 81 oH 7m St Coneact ahar 3pm

tor t yt
Ph

:.,.

ATTENTION WOMEN STUIXNTS-Comtorl

tots o* surpnaaa m store' Go Bucks'

Peach The heersa ft you have arnved m
style weh Pumkm making sure you stay tor

mere s tols more ot mat in alght IcanlaaM

BajftVat ham* ot Unrvarsm/ Start Parson

EVFNTHOUGH WE LOST OUR WAY WE

10 got to know you. Bam I can ahoer you.

CALL 362 0B4B ana. 6 30 pm

GOT ON THE RK3MT TRACK TO FMtSH

Jon Jual femjam you re apace*' AX lova

awhaa-Gai paychad lor lha Ax Raver H wd

what Alpha Gamma meana In ray haavl

THE DAY THE SNEAK WAS A BLAST S

l o*_ Your Ekg'

gal paychad tor Ravar and some

MPV Your Alpha Cla Omega ■waake has

BG • •

«0

VKky Smah Hope you had ton Waal, raght.

*no meve Bnogat

09 a blast wilh you at my side I hope mat

WE HAD LOTS OF LAUGHS AGO PLEDGE

JOW

ema won t go loo last' I Love You' XOX

CLASS WBJ. NEVER BE OUTCLASSED
LOVE A SECRET SQUIRREL

aakad you to ba lha AL PO poaiar doggta.

Pass, gat paychad lo. one wild nighi< AX

Blaca you like those bisculli ao much

Ravar wal ba graat1 Ya knew whal I mean
»*al' Lore, tha aacawotwe-

CONWAM

hear

Lorne

Qraaaa

Phi Tau s-The Alpha Xi s ara kxeung forward
to a graai lee on Fnday rvght" Love The

onyourPhfMu-Sv*aChiii>»afc»tring Ware

Pra-Fmat Jrhwa

21 a tha day Roanng good amaa ara on

BO happy tor you bom"' Lova Your Phi Mu

improves CorKanbabon Cal 352 6777

thee way Only ona moro day unN lha tong
awamM na*ar lobatorgotlan RAMPANT

Sa-lara

I Ml hope to aaa yoe having
e good lima at our generic lea

FREE BOOKS ON DEC.a

Remember, all tha way we'll ba

FREE BOOKS ON DEC. 4.

tying one on m tha LTD.

Oat ready Alpha *WB, Tha akama Ma

Oat some Tonight W0OO»

Hawaaan Let Party *• tonlgM ft -ere all
eat tor a wild Haw. Tha brothari ot Sigma

Drehme

Wa

MOO FOR THE RETURN OF

POMUM MONOAY

NOVEMBER 16

NO

RON COATES
begm
Jetl

Whan do Wnier classes

any pre regularise' Love

Mu" ft
^_

Kappa Sigma Hockey

oua who wd wm' Only the weekends wa)
lea Bro5 Ptu Kappa Tau

Kappa Sigma Hockey

SAN

Female roommele

tor wtr 4 a*.

Qtts

MOmo

Close

Grao Student - Unrvarsrly Sssfl

Modern

slurAo and ona bdrm apartment ported tor
the parson on tha go

Evarytawg Kan

and quasi Lampkght Court 352 72aS
M

RMTE

NEEDED FOR WTR

CONGRATULATkONS ON BECOM-

Sunday, Nov. 22,3:00 P.M.

TO CAMPUS 353 0305

rNG THE NEW ALPHA GAM VICE PRES I
KNOW YOU WILL DO A GREAT JOB BUT I

M rmto neeoad

Ctoaa to campus, own

Kappa Pt" Sate, s

ChiB"

recovered from iha lea' Gat psyched io<

SECRET

SOUthwyCk

PERFECT GIFT COULD BE A PISANEL

famte Wanted, winter 4 aartag gars, aaasi

Kevm {Juan Btowpej Roses are Rud

LOS GIFT CERTIFICATE IT S GOOO TILL

Vdets ara radar

aat.. 'JSOhflr CALL NOW!!!
baal itme 3S24610 Pet m Da*.

Bomo Bean I m Voting lorward to hawg a

MaXEN
VCHJB FRklND FROM TEXAS

COACH-l

SURE

WILL

WSS

TH06E

EARLY M0RNBMQ 'TENNIS ' LESSONS
EVEM THOUGH TttCV WERE ONLY 'ONE
■aOUNOr I HOPE IT IS ONLY A SHORT
BREAK BETWEEN TENNIS ft SKHNO SEASON. SHOULD I STILL RESCRVE "THE
SLOPE"'
lABt

YOUR

FRIENDLY

STUDENT.

Your cumpieano was tun

THE END OF WINTER QUARTER AND
GREAT TO GET WEVE GOT THE RIGHT

bul Ihe Datp Parly *u. pa Deitgr

ONE FOR YOUR BUDGET

Kan

5166

I love you

Tnarv*B lor a groat year

CALL 362

7470

r
House M

» W

cm

720 Manvasj (Nkca kxakon)

Cuniact JvnMalfger Ph 352-2466
Wanted-F

lor fthchlgan or Ohio State Saturday wiH

woman

youia paychad tor tha kxk-ei vda bata

U Both-I m super paychad mat you re my

Bant Ba) graat. Tha Brothars.

mm

Tha ona who wre lha race wd ba nat on
thee lace Brot Phi Kappa Tau

N

SIMPLE PLEASURES GIANT 5 1 2 FOOT

Non smokers Qnty pfckeaa

Pla' Lova Ya Lois. Be) Becky

CACTUS GIVEAWAY LAST DAY TO REG

WE

Hay guys trom 0 S U Gat paychad for
Ravar' Your Alpha Chi Omego datas are

Thato Chi s Tha Pla MuB are psyched lor

■STEP IS SUNDAY THE 22N0 WINNER
PRAWN ON MONOAY THE 23RQ

RENTED BUT WE DON'T. 1 bdrm . prw

BRAD-YOU RE TOO FUNNY BUT YOU RE
CUTE* IPROMfSt FRKMY NIGHT WILL BE

tnanda AI be |uBl right' curious' Lova your
tuaty AX wanch

THE

Sigma Nu LitHe SleeM, whether vou'ra

Hay Atoha x. a

whan lha tun atopa. no ona «** know Ba
Draparad to danca al mghl wan tun tenet t

ROOMMATES'

the game thai Sat Forever Tom

Lov. Ma-

youva atolan my naart but today * only a
•mat pert W a 0*1 to lha AX newer are l go

SANTA'

Lets catebrale el the taagate party and al

beat toomng ft meal fantaehc guy thara

BucKaya Saeebo Thaaa paal taw monlhe

i wave al

Cannar waa graat1 Hope

ready tor a graat time' Bridget Keel Shan
non ft Tam>

Wei have lha wadasl Mnea <n Gamma

me New Years Eva Tea' Wore ready to
ring m the new year with party nats kases ft

SALLY ft MEUNAGET PSYCHED FOR A

mayo* some bubbly" Sea ya Torwjhl' Lova

FUN TIME IN NEW HAMPSHIRE
JANET

The Phi Mu a
Hay Una Taua Having drmar served last
weak was graat' Thanks lor your bme it

Lt Chnslm so proud to be your bag' Gat

means so much Setceraty Bros Phi Kappa
Tau Hay Parker' Ara you ready lor Alpha

paychad tor the bast years ol your ete Lois
ft Lola QlQarikTia Phi Lova ft !*■"*■ Ekgfam

Chi Ravar good times | another e»cikng

ULS BARB FaNA NANCY ft TERRIE THE

chapter ot Curfeng With Cart* I AM' Lova .a

FORMAL LOUNGE NEEDS AN AUCtENCE

LOVE

shore

apt

THOUOHT WE

HAD OUR ROOM

bath cook prrv washer tor only MOO mo
ft I 4 uH Aval Dec 6 F prat 353-4011
parsistonlty

Steve Rath and PhM CokHar: Tomght is tha
rMgM far Ma AXO RAVER. Love. Maureen
ftEHeWo.
HAPPY 21ST BIRTHOAY

ty seeks non amolung

1 lemate rooaaaaaa needed

Nee 2-bad

AUNT SUE'" YOU FINALLY MADE I'"

LitBW Amy

LOVE. YOUR Na-CIB JUU1 TtNL

campus AVAILAaXEFORaVaaaTuaATEOC
CUPANCY MOe/mo NOVEMBER AND

come true out mme OKI because I lound

The naa dasrgnari al

DECEMBER

HRXV HO' THANKS TOOTS FOR BEING A
GREAT

NOV. II tATWQAV

THE

ARRANGE

room

2 bathroom furrashad apt

RENT

PAJO"

nail to

CALL

you Lova Ekg Lynne

MENTS ohar a un<cwe manicure to both

ALONG

Litaa Usa. I gave you play loys bul you

man and woman Cal 'or your appo-mmeni

To my Saj Ep Swaaba Dava Gat paychad

WITH ALL OF ZBT ARE SMURFRIFlC WE

want cowboys Tha bme came lo chooaa a

today Ph 352 4101 or 352 4143

tor fun nmaa ft rrajaac galore Wal aajnea ft

out ih« waafcand « ma toai

LOOK FORWARD TO MANY WILD TIMfcS

ante I had no more tana lo talcsr So I sard

TKE 4TH ANNUAL

we ■ onnk W wa paaaout on ma Boor Alpha

•urvma an AX Rawa* it you can you * ot

THIS YEAR WE CAN T WAIT* 2BT LOVE

Oo*xj youraaa a laior AX KW Bnogat

YOUR NEW UTTLE SIS ACTIVES

l v.ani Hacaell yes that • lha >ne w>th Ihe
beja men jackat Lova Big Petty

NEW YEAR'S EVE PARTY
NOV 21 SATURDAY

Can you

MOM

YOU

'^36

.

Rag Corps & Twirler
Choreography

»■;

352

U Bro You la tha cults) voufa iha btM

PLEDGE

Musical Highlights of the
'81 Football Season

relakonaNp Chad welcome PO Boa 35
Dunondge Ohm 434 14

TONK>HT AT 7 30 P M

I though! that dreams dv*> t

Featuring

counay-aanded

"vein compavaon (20a| to ahare happy
enourmg lanMy kt* Secure igassanan

LOVE ft MrttE YOUR BIGS
•

,•#■*•.

6

TKE 4TH ANNUAL
HEW YEARS EVE PARTY

f

wan 2 oBtar

aa utamas nctooad

Young responatJle lorgrvmg Onehan fam-

Slave Good luck wan etecaone on Sunday
My heart is wi'h you' Lo.p Jancr _

SUE BROWN

to

Mio-mo

waa. from campus Cat 352-0170

Wha

ALPHA GAMMA

Anderson Arena

bdrm M40-i-o Cal Marc 352 62B3

lor wtr ft apr ojk-s M50mo Donna 352-

graat bme al Ravar bacauaa II oe vntn the

Mark S. KeHy, Barry Kopetz - conductors

ft SPR

QTRS PRfVATE BEOROOM EASY WALK

Let's goWorm. Crombte. Goose. Rusiy.
Wad. afternn. Ounce. Slork. Pugnul. and a

_^_

TICKETS AT THE DOOR
Adulta $2.00
Students or children $ 1.00

C:n. Ravers ara tone ol ton when you re wrm
your NUMBER ONE' Lova. luamy

I

l

Dixie Electric Co
\H

lac.

An Entcrtaintwnt Utility

W lie it tltc

Girls Alt?
Saturday; NoV^beT81
Ju8t where do the girls go? To the Vim EhthU Ck\, of course.
This Saturday will be a special one for the ladies.
It all starts at the door: all entering ladies wJU receive flowers;
plus the leis that J)im is famou* for.
There will be many more surprises just fo*the ladies.

Don't forget WukdtfaMadmtl
COftrlt PLUG YOURSELF IN

apt

ub)

aicluded
Caft

1 F RMTE WTR ft SPR QTRS ^5 MO

BGSU MARCHING
BAND CONCERT

own room 362-7 34) S

NeedM rmle to shai a 2 bdrm 2 oath apt

HAPPY 21 STBIRTHOAY

upetBWB

Twelfth Annual

F Btodent needed m houaa Near campus

HAVE LOVE SHEPYL

YOU SNEAKY THBeG VO"'
IGVE
HAROLD

bdrm

CALL 364 1046

I 363-2471

36^

ROOM* ft FRIEND A PERSON COULD

tuva you too" Your Li

2

'275 mo Locatad m Wayne Otvo
352 8475 or 286 2424 evaranga

baYm apt tor W» ft Spr M45ftuM 1 bm

0103

AM GONNA MISS YA' YOU ARE THE BEST

bunny- who -ova ma You re lha BEST brg

Phone 352

'75

eicapt man and dashes Ptonly of peace
Kappa Sigma Hockey

Brand new. vary
d Otfanhauar Caft

apt

7667 or 1-B74-I47B attar 6 pm

wtr ft apr qtrs

QUESTIONS ASKEO

lo s

1 bdrm

352-2443

LMne BW country Must eubtet 1 lg on*

pmga n an,

Upabars bdrm aval Share bam corMung

ctoaa to campus l

Uaaaap. naton kaV- wmoht red-icko7
PiiiaWi aau-a bam

UP tor rant NOW 3632763

Avast Dec 6 F prat 353 4011

i^tOO 423 3414

Buymg oaaibai tootbaft carda Cat I 641

CaB 3ft2-2704 or 3J4-I313
The ton. a lg 2 bdrm apt on N Mam Si *

dey cloavaa Lota ol good bergame Dec 24. I -Bpm at Coatume Shop e> tha baaamani

6376 or 362-7641

Wti Spr mctod FREE uaa) Of HeeBh Spa
MOO mo Karen 382-3727

AM eeatttae paid MftOhwa.

pnv . uaaolwaahar MOO mo ft i A ol UM

Large party room tor rant

KOs are gong on a spree

Tam

anesrtaanar

lc- rare oparwvj et Apt

special gat paychad lo Tank, you're lha
Man The ftVoahans.

Starduskw

or

^__

aajBAM IHILIBIHI,. Awatt. Dae 2B.

COSTUME SHOP RUMMAGE SALE
TkayaesneJ eoatumaa ft atcaxkaortaa ft avary-

4300/
ATTENTION > F

know a aV"S S

HANNAH.

WsWU-TV.

•araaM NT IwAday awme. eanca Cal 352

Good Luck Kappa S*Q IcarB aganat Sejma
FeiBH Bound" Lova

flafl Pass Laaei

■gave . eajia*. Itagina"

Be al me BO v» CanaW gama
THP3 SATlJflOAV»"»IM

CongraluHKKtna on gong actv*' Lova Your

™a»

asai 'I

I f !<•»*; **** •hmajh Frvwry 2-11

Wm a tnp to FLORaDA ova* Sprmg Break

HYPNOSIS R-U.es ft

Room 166 A compeliaon for moat obnoi-

N»-

Graaahoppar

|

able BtoapaySajdy Room wan Prtvaas

PONCHO STOLEN FROM THE PET EM

FREE BOOKS ON DtC 4

11 30 am Party F«M

Petes-KO s are tookatg torwera to a taniaakc

REWARD

10.

Gtarrt Taagata Party wan

LOVE KR.STI

Land

John

For the Alpha OaHa ft the* lucky dates Nov

FUN' GET PSYCHED FOR AX RAVER"11

UN etOfcjd. waahar'dryer

HAlFTiaBE PERPORaftANCE AT THE BOCENTRAL BBCHIOAH FOOTBALL OAftBt.

Sat Nov 21

RENT

aaarsmenta 4 houses tor rant tor lha

Apt eved begmnrng W» C* wan n houaa

352 4101 or 362-4143

ssaaal IN C

bunny

Baap by our office tor a car-atata Hat ot

Cal 372

parson tor Chnaamaa? Purchase a g*l

Fnday lea Saa you thara' Love me KD a

A ioma

car. but reeebte karakporssann

awe

Vktoo gamaa. tooabai. pnbaB. and poet

Alpha XIB

Amy inanka ao much lo* lha cute

PAIO CALL 352 7829

Ona i m so e.caed to ba your t*j I hops 4
was a GREAT aurpnaa'Lova Sham

Gft> * » raaty a

UTILI

1B73 VVjaYjwaigon not a gone ■> maaang

tun' Now you ie « me tamey who B Number

taigato party Thai Sat at 11 30 Falcon*

M30.MO

TIES CLOSE TO CAMPUS DEC

plaialnt » w ma haaaa. We're glad to

Joy Wymer. con^v/aAAvhona to you ft Dave

BKi

INCL

362-2876

aaa yau>• <*•*• wt Tha Braahara.

YOU REQUESTEO

Bati. uaa Tracy ft Jana Elan

BeeAEDIATELY

*276

«»k»4gm

UndecNMd aa to what to gat ■*,

SURES FINALLY RECEIVEO THE FISHNE T

va Central at 1 30

TO SUBLET

Elac-rraracord awnaaHa

Now Open' Tha Gama Room 248 N Mam

TVaiMO MRVtCtS lev a* tveee el paper*

BO a l»t aludanl

RENT NEOOTIAEM-E 352 6062
SftVOLE OCCUPANT APT

1HI-IH1 school year Newkaea haalty.

Hours

■■ Maasaaaett Rates Ala* after Pratea

BEER

372-0161 eal 237
Sssrao Bharvaaad iaaa*rar. Oynaeo aphra

pnee Faataat oafcvary Cal Tea 363-701

3720360

A laMbud Ie mat what you call ona tor the
read, or on lha houaa' The Bioiheri

BEER

waw now"' Cah heed ■ Xmes Cal Derm,

314 ftaath aaam.

FQHftX) ENTHUSIASTS' SIMPLE PLEA

BEER

t M! r*a> wewkM NI7 60 a month pkat

Jet. ma aaarch * over now I hope it waa

DOGS AND SUDS

4-11

2M RMTES NEEOEO RENT CHEAP"
710 7THSTT4EET

waar tor your group or

RtSUM£S LfTTERS TERMPAPtRS

aa* e***fc r-OM. *• Lava Vau

I AKC M80-200 pra

kBAC BaWllaAAWI CALL 342-2443

Ihrauah wNh

LION"'

leeee-He BignH' CeA 312-427*

NEW. M

T-eMPTTe
custom screen pnrvied l-ahesa ft aaorto-

JOW OUNCE-What kind ot bird can I Ay?

special meats M Tarrla Curren lor

aakmg'75 00 Cal Bart ahar 6pm at 364

Need a peace tor wtr qtr ? ■gBnaaaah-Na

Need Campus Escort' Cat Commutar OH

Lei i aaa. raw it, ihal'a 133 w dog

you aa a part ol out lerraftea Haw a Happy
Thannagrvmg

OTT«

aaaa-Vary good oond

Campus Organization

yeere. ThaaVaehara.

ALPHA OAM LITTLES NMa. Mary. Pm*
and Sharon your Bags ara paychad to have

ft 9PR

BJMMD

prelarably «

pm bdrm 362 2266 aak for Tei
Jmy_

caJ 372-lBTi
10 apd

CHE&t CAN BARELV WAIT LOVE TAMI

MISS

1 30 Party wan lha Falcone

NOV. II SATURDAY

FOR WT«

0»^-MftB»UB APT

M naada apt tor WftSp qtr

ft. Bit Ei
Mans

FOR 21 KISSES' LOVE ALWAYS
UNOA

Falcone unoataatod n akU 6 game- Help

MIW YfAA'B CVI PAHTY

•taVmo I' Rarvt aw

raaagaw-st
■ esasj.jBealC*6o»3/2eAo<

JEROME
HAPPY 2 i ST BBBTTHOAV"' GET PSYCHED

mafca a 7 Party oagna at 11 30 game ai

TKE 4IH MftNUAL

'.

TofhaLT

DONT BE LATE

352-2836 aftsr 5 30-afl day —Wana*

Mia. RIIBBJII. Me*

Go Hamaaan ■ war. yau' Oat

ready to gat rowdy' Tceaghra fta Nght ara]
us ai nght'- Tha Stokwa at Aaaha Phi

JEANCTTfc HONKEft

PROTOTYPE Typing Serv«cae

tage. etc c— m-aggr

To the Brothers ot Stoma Nu-Wa'ra
paychad to

■BHH

- m
■eg.

aa aW Uaa, Lawast.

COM) ft JoN Caen* ft Ion Krerner on thee

DON'T BBftS THC ftVMU FOaamWCTTC'B

Cheapest Rota*
362-2177

MICKFRCAY

HYPNOSIS

Congrats to Deve Fr*d*c**r ft Unde Mr*

RAVtW lo^t. Jenny

*** MM lo CaMonfNffw Pn«v OTM
MVMFnMy MmniomiM Snam
353 2471

"mprove SBudy Hat*. w«h

Come on W»W Bros Pt» Kappa T*j

T em 6 PaSlaMeK Y au aajag ara I

HaaRh BA paaaad Al of your hard work

N0VI1 0€C 2

Congrats lo * -IMH.-1 ft hocMy pity*!

Brown Mdl (UM et ItOBrarOe on
Mo.

*A Mft M
MUNCH*

Merga P CortgraauaaTtona on oathng your

■ MUCt> enproved HMD" W*r* pfOoO 01

Tkc K Nm Nl-iMtir M, INI II

Elsewhere.

Germans will urge Brezhnev to reduce nuclear arms
BONN, West Germany (AP) - When Soviet President
Leonid Brezhnev arrives Sunday on a four-day visit, the
West Germans will urge him to accept President Reagan's call for reduction of nuclear missiles in Europe.
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt said he will use the visit Brezhnev's first to the West since he and former President Carter signed the SALT II accords - to press the
Kremlin leader go along with Reagan's offer to forego
deployment of U.S. missiles in return for dismantling
Soviet rockets limed at Western Europe.
West Germans hope Brezhnev's visit will give them a
first-hand view of Kremlin reaction to the planl, made by
Reagan on Wednesday.
Initial Soviet reaction was negative. The official news

agency Tass denounced the offer as "propaganda" and a
"back-door" attempt to tip the balance of strategic
power in Europe in the West's favor.
REAGAN ON WEDNESDAY disclosed that the offer
will be made when U.S.-Soviet negotiators begin talks
Nov. 30 in Geneva, Switzerland, on restraining nuclear
weapons growth in Europe. Reagan said the United
States will offer to stay a NATO plan to deploy 572
medium-range cruise and Pershing 2 missiles in Western
Europe if the Soviets reduce their arsenal of SS-20, SS4
and SS5 nuclear rockets.
Schmidt has come under fire by church and disarmament groups for endorsing the NATO plan. The Reagan
announcement was aimed, in part, at easing Euorpean

Justice Department may let Allen
off legal hook for accepting money
WASHINGTON (AP) - Justice Department attorneys believe that despite "a lot of smoke," President
Reagan's national security adviser,
Richard Allen, did not act unlawfully
when he accepted 1,000 after helping
Japanese journalists obtain an interview with Mrs. Reagan, sources said
yesterday.
The department sources, who asked
not to be named, said a preliminary
investigation by the public integrity
section has produced no evidence so
far to warrant naming a special prosecutor.
However, the sources added, the
investigation and review of the evidence has not been completed. They
said it would be "premature" to announce whether a prosecutor would
be appointed.
Meantime, it was expected that the
department make some official
statement about the case before the

day was out, but probably not in the
way of announcing any final conclusions.
THE JAPANESE journalists say
they intended the cash for first lady
Nancy Reagan in return for an interview Allen helped arrange on Jan. 21,
the day after her husband's inauguration. Allen says he put the money in an
office safe, intending to turn it over to
the government, but forgot about it
for eight months.
One Justice Department official
said "It's a lot of smoke. There's no
basis for finding wrongdoing. It's
pretty much as Allen said it was."
Under the Ethics in Government
Acf, when an allegation against a
major federal official is received, the
attorney general has 90 days to determine whether there are any grounds
for the charge. If there are, he is
supposed to name a special prosecu-

tor.

Attorney General William French
Smith was in Los Angeles yesterday.
But sources said he was conferring
with Deputy Attorney General Edward Schmults and other officials
about the wording of an announcement about the investigation.
At the White House, Deputy Press
Secretary Larry Speakes told reporters that presidential counselor Edwin
Meese received an oral report on the
Allen case on Nov. 6 from the FBI.
Based on that report, Meese decided
there was no need to take administrative action against Allen, Speakes
said.
Speakes was also asked about reports that some senior White House
aides think Allen's reputation has
been tarnished and he should resign
because of the incident.
"I haven't heard those kinds of
statements," Speakes said.

Majority of Americans want Stockman
to continue as budget director, says poll
NEW YORK (AP) - A majority of
Americans who are familiar with
David Stockman's controversial
statements about President Reagan's
economic program think he should
keep his job as budget director,
according to the latest Associated
Press-NBC News poll.

a series of interviews with Stockman
over 10 months.

THE SENTIMENT for Stockman
staying on the job cut across party
and ideological lines, and even a
THE FUROR grew from Stock- majority of those who said his comman's remarks that the president's ments made them less optimistic
economic package was a "Trojan about Reagan's economic program
horse" designed to lowertax rates for said hej should stay on the job.
the richest Americans.and that-budget planners could not really predict
As with all sample surveys, the
effects of the proposed tax and results of AP-NBC News polls can
The poll also said Stockman's re- the
vary from the opinions of all Americently reported comments casting budget cuts.
Amid criticism that he could no cans because of chance variations in
doubt on Reagan's economic program
have not changed most people's longer act as a credible spokesman the sample.
for Reaganomics, Stockman emerged
minds about its chances of success.
For a poll based on about 1,600
For the poll, 1,602 adults were inter- from what he called Reagan's "woodviewed by telephone Monday and shed" to a news conference where he interviews, the results are subject to
Tuesday in a nationwide scientific chided himself for his comments, said an error margin of 3 percentage
he regretted them and vowed to con- points either way because of chance
random sampling.
Forty-five percent said Stockman's tinue working for Reagan's economic variations. That is, if one could have
talked this past week to all Americans
comments made no difference in the program.
Despite his apologies and Reagan's with telephones, there is only 1 chance
way they feel about Reagan's economic program, while 22 percent said decision to retain Stockman, many in 20 that the findings would vary by
the comments made them less opti- Republican congressional leaders more than 3 percentage points.
mistic
about its success. Two percent have continued to urge that he be
Of course, the results could differ
sa'J. they were not sure, and 31 per- replaced.
Among poll respondents who had from other polls for a number of
cent said they have not heard or read
heard or read of Stockman's com- reasons. Differences in the exact
about Stockman's comments.
ments, 58 percent said he should re- wording of questions, differences in
Reagan rejected Stockman's offer main as budget director, 29 percent when the interviews were conducted
to resign last week after Atlantic said he should be replaced and 13 and different methods of interviewing
Monthly published an article based on percent were not sure.
could also cause variations.
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criticism of the NATO plan.
Schmidt told a British newspaper last week he will try
to arrange a summit between Brezhnev and Reagan, so
each can see the other "is not a warmonger." Brezhnev
in February proposed a summit but Reagan said the
Soviets first had to show better international behavior.
Brezhnev's last trip to the West was in June 1979, when
he and President Carter signed the second U.S.-Soviet
strategic arms limitation treaty in Vienna. Six months
later, the Soviets sent troops into Afghanistan, Carter
withdrew the treaty from ratification proceedings in the
U.S. Senate, and the Western allies denounced the
Afghanistan intervention.
SCHMIDT VISITED Moscow in June 1980, however,
and Brezhnev's return visit, which was extended from

Day in review*
10% medical faculty female ;
promotions harder to come by
CHICAGO (AP) - It takes female doctors twice as long
as men to be promoted in some medical colleges, and
the percentage of women on medical faculties is
smaller than it was in 1965, a new study says.
The study of four medical colleges shows that
female physicians are promoted more slowly at all
academic levels. But the researchers say the reasons
for this are unclear.
The results of the study are published in the Nov. 20
issue of the Journal of American Medical Association.
Dr. Lila Wallis, one of the study's authors, said her
research showed that while the number of women in
medical schools has increased almost threefold over
15 years - to about 30 percent - women account for
only about 10 percent of all medical faculty, a smaller
percentage than in 1965.

Senate drops Reagan's motion
for labor leader appointment
WASHINGTON (AP) - In a deadlocked vote which
thwarted its own chairman and handed big labor a
major political victory, a Senate committee yesterday
effectively dumped President Ronald Reagan's nomination of John Van de Water to head the National
Labor Relations Board.
Despite Chairman Orrin Hatch's declaration that
"The president ... I would feel very badly if I am
defeated on this nomination," the Senate Labor Committee wound up in an 8-8 stalemate on whether to
recommend Van de Water, a 64-year-old Los Angeles

They were burying cigarettes in Tennessee, burning
them in Texas, and replacing them with carrot sticks
in Virginia yesterday as an estimated 20 million
smokers tried to kick the habit - at least for one day in the Great American Smokeout.
The Tobacco Institute called all the hoopla a shame
and a waste of money.
But the sponsor, the American Cancer Society, said
one in seven of those who t>o the full 24 hours without
lighting up will put out their cigarettes for good.
"It started out as a gimmick and it turned out to be a
very productive thing," cancer society spokesman
Charles Dahle said of the fifth annual smokeout.
The cancer society said smokeout participants have
a higher long-term quit rate than non-participants. It
said 6.7 percent of those who took part - whether they
abstained for the full 24 hours or not - quit in the
following lV/i months, while 1.1 percent who didn't
participate kicked the habit during the same period.
In addition to the usual spate of rallies, speeches and
exhibits, this year's 24-hour crusade was marked by a
kiss-off in Riverside, Calif., where residents hoped to
set a record for most couples kissing at the same time
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lawyer who has run a management consulting firm for
more than 30 years.
The tie vote killed the motion.
A bitter Hatch pronounced the outcome "purely
political, inspired by organized labor and intended to
embarrass the president."
Technically, Van de Water can remain on the Job
until a permanent choice is confirmed. And it is not
impossible for the Senate to find some other way to
gethis nomination to the floor - but those methods are
rarely employed.
Hatch said, "I don't know of any fair person who
would act against a motion by the chairman, except
the AFL-CIO which says they do not like him."

Gross national product rises
but recession remains the same
WASHINGTON (AP) - The economy grew rather than
shrank this summer, as first reported, the government said yesterday. Nonetheless, economists said
they are certain the nation is in a recession.
Revising preliminary figures that had indicated a
downturn, the Commerce Department said in a new
report that inflation-adjusted gross national product
rose at an annual rate of 0.6 percent in the JulySeptember quarter.
Commerce's preliminary report last month said
"real" GNP - the
goods and
: services
_~ value
........ of
„. all
■■ the
aw GWUJ
the nation produces - had dropped at an annual rate of
0.6 percent in the third quarter after declining at a
rate of 1.6 percent in the spring quarter.

American Smokeout burns habit
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A beautiful arrangement. A
lovely piece of Earthenware
in neutral tones to match
every decor. That's our
Thanksgiving Houquet In A
Gravy Boat. A beautiful.
thoughtful, re-usable gift that
will be used and remembered
ail year-long.
First it's a wonderful
centerpiece. Then it becomes a
handy serving piece. Filled
with delicious gravies and
sauces.
So send the gift they'll
remember all year long. Call or
visit your Teleflorist. But do it
early Thanksgiving is
Thursday. November 26. And
you can send your Bouquet
almost anywhere in the U.S.
Just ask for Telellora's
Thanksgiving Bouquet In A
Gravy Boat, it'% a gift they're
sure to gobble up.

two to four days at the Kremlin's request, was seen as a
significant step in Moscow's diplomatic offensive against
NATO defense plans.
U.S. Ambassador Arthur Burns said in an interview he
thought the Brezhnev visit would be helpful in easing
East-West tensions and in explaining Western views to
the Soviet leader.
In advance of the visit, Brezhnev granted a rare
interview to senior editors of Der Spiegel magazine
during which he said the Soviets looked forward to
"constructive and sincere arms negotiations with the
United States."
Brezhnev also told Der Spiegel that "a limited nuclear
war is not possible" and would "inevitably and inescapably take on a worldwide character."

SPECIAL HALFTIME EXCITEMENT
FEATURING 10 FALCONS IN THE 1 tt

"KING OF DUNK" CONTEST
Marcus Newbern's "Toledo Twister"
and "Hang Glide by Bern"
Bill Szabo's "Firelands Flasher" and "Reverse Ramer'J
Lamar Jackson's "Jumbo Jam" and "Detroit Express"
See these DUNKS and more during hafltime.
TICKETS AT THE GATE
(ALL SEATS GENERAL ADMISSION)
ADULTS $3.00

STUDENTS 8 CHILDREN $2.00

[All-SPORTS PASS NOT VALID FOR THIS EXHIBITION GAME.

and place, and a bonfire in Lubbock, Texas.
CIGARETTES WERE expected to be ceremoniously buried in funeral processions in Knoxville,
Tenn., Elmhurst, 111., and Miami, and Charles Borden
of Sarasota, Fla., was conducting a free, two-hour
mass hypnosis session in a performing arts hall
donated by the city council.
DuPage County, 111., Sheriff Richard Doria was
spending the day deputizing employees, patients and
visitors at the Glendale Heights Community Hospital
with badges that read: "Under A Rest. You have the
right to remain breathing."
A U.S. Marine tank was patrolling the streets of
Amarillo, Texas, in search of errant smokers, and
Virginia Commonwealth University students donned
rabbit suits and dispensed carrot sticks on the main
street of Richmond.
Shouting "You're going to die!" at puffing onlookers, actress Estelle Parsons, chairwoman of this
year's Smokeout, got an early start at a noon rally
Wednesday in the lobby of the Equitable Life Assurance Society building in New York City.
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Sports
Chippewas stand between BG and winning season
by Chris Sherk
sports editor
Though a ticket to the California
Bowl is not in the picture for the
winner of tomorrow's football game
between Bowling Green and Central
Michigan, a third place Mid-American Conference finish is. That fact,
along with the prospect of finishing
the season on top of several MAC
statistical categories, will provide the
incentive for victory in a 1:30 p.m.
game at Doyt Perry Field.
The MAC'S representative in the
California Bowl will be Toledo, providing the Rockets defeat Northern
Illinois in DeKalb, 111., tomorrow.
Should Toledo be upset, Miami will be
the MAC's representative in Fresno,
Calif., on Dec. 19.
For the first time in three years,
Central enters its final game without
a MAC crown hinging upon the outcome. The Chippewas are 6-2 in the

conference, 6-4 overall and are cur- ticed well this week. We've not had a Toledo and Miami.
CENTRAL LEADS the MAC in both
rently in third place in the MAC, one very good record against Central
total offense (376.1 yards per game)
spot ahead of the Falcons (5-2-1 in the since they joined the league."
and total defense (241.8 ypg). Central
MAC and 54-1 overall). Tomorrow's
Though the Falcons lead the series also rates first in rushing offense,
victor finishes in third place; the
9-8, they have not tasted victory in averaging 255.7 yards per game, and
loser, fourth.
their last five encounters with the second in rushing defense, yielding
just 123.2 yards per game.
"Under all the adversity we've Chippewas.
The Chips' rushing success can be
had." CMU Head Coach Herb DeroStolz
also
said
that
the
Chips
may
attributed to their backfield tandem
medi said, "it would be quite an
accomplishment to finish in the top experience a letdown this week after of Reggie Mitchell (952 yards and 10
three. We've patched as much as we being eliminated from the conference touchdowns) and Willie Todd (417
yards).
can after all of our injuries and we've titlepicture last weekend.
"Tnat might be taking a little luster
never quit. When all the other teams
Stolz said Mitchell is in the mold of
in the league are pointing at you as off this ballgame, from their standthe team to beat, it makes it that point. They've played very well BG's Bryant Jones, currently the
against Ohio and Ball State on the leading rusher in the conference with
much harder to stay on top."
road, but they were still in the hunt an 1083-yard average. "He (Mitchell)
DENNY STOLZ, head coach of the then. But I would never underesti- is their big producer. He's definitely
in the 'real good' category."
Falcons, said his team is aware of its mate their ballteam."
opportunity to finish in the top three,
The Chips' statistics for 1981 are
Both Mitchell and Jones will be
the highest MAC finish for a BG team
those that might have produced a attempting to break the 1,000-yard
since 1975.
"Our kids really want to play," conference championship. But mid- rushing mark in their final efforts of
tomorrow's
Stolz said. "There is a lot at stake - season injuries depleted key person- 1981. Jones enters
third place in the league. We've prac- nel in regionally-televised losses to game with 980 yards. Mitchell's 10

Toledo California Dreamin'
in quest for conference title
COLUMBUS (AP) - Toledo, trying
to avoid the same fate as 1979, needs a
victory at Northern Illinois tomorrow
to win the Mid-American Conference
football title and a berth in the new
California Bowl.
Two years ago the Rockets took a
28-0 drubbing at Northern Illinois that
cost Toledo a share of the MAC title
with Central Michigan. But there was
no bowl trip at stake that time.
If Toledo wins, the Rockets would
have a final 8-1 league record and be
8-3 overall, going into the California
Bowl. Dec. 19, in Fresno against the
Pacific Coast Athletic Association
champion.
If Toledo loses, the MAC representative would be Miami, already
through its league schedule with a 6-11 record. The Redskins, 7-2-1 for all
games, finish at home, tomorrow,
against non-conference rival Cincinnati.
Elsewhere among MAC teams tomorrow. Central Michigan (6-2) plays
at Bowling Green (5-2-1), Ohio University <*4) at Kent State (3-5), Eastern Michigan (0-8) at Western
Michigan (4-4) and Ball State at nonleague Illinois State.
Toledo's title hopes took a blow last
week when No. I quarterback Jim
Kelso suffered torn knee ligaments

against Kent State and has been lost
for the season.
His replacement, senior Maurice
Hall, ran 20 times for 112 yards,
leading the Rockets to a 17-0 triumph
over the Flashes.
Kelso, a sophomomore, had accounted for more than 1,400 total
yards and 15 of Toledo's 22 touchdowns when he was hurt on the sixth
play of the game.
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Bill Mallory, Northern Illinois'
coach, could give his alma mater,
Miami, a big Boost by upsetting Toledo, but he is not anticipating a
victory.
"We'll have to play the best we've
played all season, said Mallory,
beaten by Miami 30-3 last week. "Toledo has matured into a fine club."

Lakers' Magic waves wand
and Coach Westhead gone

touchdowns this fall give him 60
points, which puts him on top of the
MAC's individual scoring leaders.
Of Todd, a bruising fullback who
has been slowed considerably by injuries this fall, Stolz said, "He is definitely a pro-draft kid."
STOLZ ALSO SAID that this CMU
team is no different from the CMU
teams of the past, when it comes to
being one of the deepest football
teams in the MAC.
"They never run out of people. They
don't rebuild at Central, they reload.
They have tremendous depth," he
said.
Depth is something the Falcons are
lacking as they attempt to extend
their five-game winning streak, the
longest in Division I-A in the Midwest
and the seventh longest in the nation.
Among the injured for BG, Stolz
said fullback Tom Glendening "is not
very good," offensive guard Greg

King "is definitely out," defensive
tackle Andre Young "hasn't practiced
this week," and defensive tackle Rick
Iverson might play "part time."
Even with the injuries, BU's defense continues to rate comparatively
well in the conference. Since losing to
Western Michigan in their fourth
game, the Falcons have not allowed
more than one touchdown in any
game. BG's 12.6 points-per-game average rates the Falcons as the scoring
defense leader in the conference.
The. Falcons have four individuals
among the MAC leaders in tackles for
losses. Behind Miami's John Zupancic and Ball State's Craig Newburg
are Lee Williams (17 tackles for -63
yards), Craig Valentine (16 for -62),
Pat Kennedy (15 for -88) and Young
(15 for-75).
BG punter Jim Phelps leads the
MAC with a 40.3-yard average on 73
punts.

Cagers open season
with exhibition game
by Joe Menzer
assistant sports editor
It will not be a major college power that takes the floor In Anderson
Arena tonight at 7:30 p.m. to face Bowling Green's men's basketball team
in an opening exhibition, but Guelph (Ont.) University will provide BG
with exactly the test it needs, according to Coach John Weinert.
"It doesn't matter whether we win by 100 points or lose by 100 points, we
just need to play somebody," Weinert said. "This is exactly what we need
right now."
The test from a major college power will come soon enough for
Weinert's cagers, who must travel to Clemson, S.C., one week from today
to play Clemson in the opening round of the IPTAY Tournament. Ball
State, the preseason favorite to run away with the Mid-American
Conference crown, and Stetson meet in the other opening round game.
For now, though, BG will have to concentrate on Guelph, a team that
even Weinert admits he knows very little about. Last year, the Falcons
smashed another Canadian team (Western Ontario), 86-47, in a similar
preseason exhibition game. It is a common practice among MAC schools
to tune up for the regular season by playing such teams, because NCAA
rules allow exhibitions against foreign teams only.
"WHEN YOU PLAY a team like this, you usually don't know much about
them," Weinert said. "We look at this as a way to play somebody
different. It's mainly to let the fans see our players. We'll try to play
everybody."
Everybody except Colin Irish, whose knee injury status remains a waitand-see one.
"Colin won't dress, he will be in street clothes. I hope he isn t in street
clothes much longer, but that is in Doc Barker's (the team's physician)
hands right now,' Weinert said.
Irish, a MtwM junior, has been one of BG's most exciting and most
productive players in his first two seasons. Last year, Irish averaged 14.5
points and 1A rebounds per game, despite missing six contests because of
his knee.
•
The Falcons will open the exhibition with 5-9 David Greer and 6-2 cocaptain Marcus Newbern at guards, 6-5 David Jenkins and 6-7 Bill Faine
at forwards, and the massive 6-5 John Flowers in the pivot, although that
will not necessarily be the BG lineup when the regular season opens,
according to Weinert.
.
All of Weinert's players should get a chance to see some action tonight,
and that includes a pair of promising 6-8 newcomers in junior college
transfer Lamar Jackson and freshman Joe Harrison.

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Los Angeles will live up to all contracts I have
Lakers Coach Paul Westhead, who signed."
He also indicated that Westhead
was blasted Wednesday night by star
Earvin "Magic" Johnson, was fired might have a job in the various Buss
yesterday by team owner Jerry Buss. enterprises.
JSS named former coach and star
The owner said that West, an Allplayer Jerry West to head the offense Star guard who coached the Lakers
for
three years starting in 1976, would
for the Lakers, with a co-coach, Pat
Riley, handling the defense in a be in complete charge of the offense.
"I think Pat and Jerry have to sit
unique National Basketball Associadown and decide what their relative
tion situation.
responsibilities are," Buss said.
The owner said he talked to Johnson
Buss claimed the outburst of the 22by Tracy Collins
year-old Johnson had nothing to do yesterday, but it had nothing to do
News staff reporter
with his outburst in Salt Lake City,
with his decision.
"OBVIOUSLY IT WAS a difficult when the player said, "I can't play
It will be a different Bowling Green
decision for us. There is no way to here anymore. I want to leave. I want hockey team taking the ice against
criticize anybody. I was disappointed to be traded."
Western Michigan tonight at the LawJohnson was not specific on his son Ice Arena in Kalamazoo, Mich.
in not seeing an exciting team once
again. This started after the first or differences with Westhead but the 6The Falcons will now have some
foot-9 Johnson obviously was unhappy intangibles going for them, such as
second game."
Buss, whose team won the NBA title with the offense used by the club this confidence and momentum, after last
in 1980, with Johnson the catalyst, year.
weekend's sweep of Lake Superior.
His owner agreed, saying, "This BG enters the series with a 2-7-1
said the latter's outburst was unfortunate in its timing.
offense is not working. I was disap- record, but a more respectable 2-3-1
This summer, Buss signed Johnson pointed in not seeing an exciting thing mark in the Central Collegiate
to a 1 million per year contract, once again."
Hockey Association, good for seventh
starting in the 1984-85 season. After
The new Westhead offense was place in the league.
his playing days, he would become complicated, with more picks and
The Broncos are just ahead of the
part of the millionaire Buss' organiza- moves, and allowed for little freew- Falcons in sixth place in the CCHA,
tion.
heeling.
with a 3-4-1 mark. WMU is also 3-4-1
Buss also had signed Westhead to a
"In the best interests of the entire overall, and is coming off a loss and a
Lakers
organization,
I
decided
to
refour-year contract in 1980 and said he
tie against the University of Michiwould live up to the terms of the lieve Westhead," said Buss. "I am gan.
agreement.
dedicated to providing the Los AnBG coach Jerry York said the Lake
"He and I separated on good geles fans an exciting brand of bas- Superior series was very important.
terms," the Lakers' owner said. "I ketball."

photo by Ron Hagler
BG's David Jenkins gets a shot otf over the out-stretched arms ol teammate Tom Manifold, during last night's practice In Eppler South.

leers look to extend winning string

BG's Lanciaux ready to run nationals
by Chuck Krumel
News staff reporter
Throughout its history. Bowling
Green has turned out its share of
outstanding runners in both men's
and women's cross country.
However, no BG runner advanced
to the finals of the NCAA's cross
country championship meet during
his or her first year until this season,
when freshman JoAnn Lanciaux qualified for the finals by virtue of her
eighth place finish in the regionals
two weeks ago in East Lansing, Mich.
Lanciaux covered the 5,000 meters in
a time of 18:21.
Monday, Lanciaux will be among
the 120 runners competing in the
nationals, being held in Witchita,
Kansas.

AFTER BRIEFLY resting following the regionals, Lanciaux has been
working deligently under the
guidance of BG coach Sid Sink, preparing herself for the upcoming
event.
"I feel a lot stronger now than I did
in the districts," Lanciaux said. "The
rest afterwards helped my ankle,
which had been bothering me a little
toward the end of the season."
Lanciaux said her ankle has healed,
and added she has been running well
in practice. Sink has had his top
runner practicing on hills and flat
land, running hard at times and then
easing up, preparing Lanciaux for the
challenging Kansas course.
"We've slacked up on the mileage,"
Sink said. "The course in the nationals, from what I gather, is a rolling
course with lots of hills. We've cov-

ered all sides of the BG hill on our own
course and some other hills as well."
Sink said 13 full teams will compete
in the meet constituting 90 runners,
with the remaining 30, which includes
Lanciaux, qualifying as individuals.
He said Virginia will probably be the
team to beat although defending
NCAA champion North Carolina
State, Stanford and Oregon are all
expected to make a serious challenge
for the team title.
Although Lanciaux appears to be a
darkhorse candidate for the individual title, she said she will be ready to
go all out once the runners line up at
the starting line for the 5,000 meter
race.
"My goal is to just go out and run a
good race and not have to come back
and say that I thought I could have
ran a better race," she said.

but that the series at WMU will hold
just as much importance.
"WE ARE NOW right in the thick of
things in the CCHA standings," York
said. "We will only play Western
Michigan twice this season, and both
of us are right in the middle of the title
chase.
"We know its going to be a long
season, with a lot of tough weekends.
We can't get too excited with a couple
of early-season wins. Most coaches do
agree that it is going to be very
difficult to sweep in our league, so
those wins were critical. We just need
to keep playing like that."
York said the victories have had a
positive effect on his players, giving
them much more confidence. He
added that the players seem more
relaxed, and are not pressing as hard.
The Falcons will be aided this weekend by the return of forward Perry
Braun, who has been out for four
weeks with a knee injury. Braun will
play only in spots, but is expected to
see extensive action when the Falcons
are on the power play, York said.
BG's other two injured forwards.
Tim Hack and John Samanski, will
not make the trip to Kalamazoo. Hack
will be out until sometime in December, York said, while Samanski's future status will be determined by a
doctor's examination on Monday.
THE BRONCOS will be short on

defensemen for tonight's contest.
Glen Johannesen will sit out the game
after receiving a game disqualification for spearing in last Saturday's
game against Michigan. Jeff Miller
and Dave Rue may be coming back
this weekend from injuries, but their
status will not be known until game
time, WMU coach Glenn Weller said.
CCHA STANDINGS
W

T

L

Michigan State

6

1

0

Northern Michigan

6

2

0

Ferris State

5

2

1

Michigan

3

1

2

Miami

2

2

0

Western Michigan

3

4

1

Bowling Green

2

3

1

Michigan Tech

2

3

1

Notre Dame

2

S

1

Ohio State

1

4

1

Lake Superior

1

6

1

WMU will be led once again by
forwards Bob Scurfield and Ross FitzKtrick, who have scored 18 points
tween them this season. Scurfield
and Fitzpatrick combined for six
goals in tour games against BG last
Sear, a season in which they comined for a total of 119 points.

"Scurfield and Fitzpatrick are tremendous," York said. "We are going
to have to keep a very close check on
Scurfield's line. They are very potent."
BG enters the contest led in scoring
by Brian Hills (17 points) and George
McPhee (11). Although they have
Silayed with three different linemates
n BG's five series, they make up the
Falcons' most potent line, followed by
the line of Nick Bandescu, Andre
Latreille and George Roll, with a
combined total of 21 points, all coming
in the last four games.
Goaltending will be a key factor in
the series, York said, and BG will be
led by Mike David, who has a 4.38
goals-against average, and a 3.12
goals-against versus CCHA opponents, good for ninth place in the
league. Just behind David in the
CCHA standings' is Western's Glenn
Healy, with a 3.25 goals-against average.
"Their goaltending appears pretty
sound," York said. "(Healy) is just a
freshman, and he beat out the senior,
(Steve) Abbott, who was pretty good,
so we expect to see him both nights.
"Mike David will start for us on
Friday. He has firmly established
himself as our number one goaltender, as long as he keeps playing
well. But he is still being challenged
by Wayne Collins and George Smith."

Sports brief■
season, went to Philadelphia for outfielder Lonnie Smith and a player to
be named later. Smith in turn went to
St. Louis for Sorenson and Martinez.

earned run average in 23 starts with
the Cardinals in 1981. He won 18
games for Milwaukee in 1978 and has
a career won-loss mark of 59-53 with a
3.65 ERA.

Diaz, 28, was on the 1981 American
League All-Star team, although he
shared catching duties on the Indians
Diaz, who hit .313 with seven home with Ron Hassey.
Sorensen, 26, was 7-7 with a 3.28
runs and 38 runs batted in this past

Martinez, 26, was 2-5 with a 3.9S
ERA in 18 games in 1981. He won 15
games for St. Louis in 1979 and owns a
career mark of 31-32 with a 3.90 ERA.

CLEVELAND (AP) - The Cleveland Indians sent catcher Bo Diaz to
the Philadelphia Phillies and picked
up pitchers Larry Sorensen and Silvio
Martinez from the St. Louis Cardinals
in a three-team, five-player deal, yesterday.

